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You can easily build the D.P.i
Receiver shown here from the FREE
constructional booklet provided. A
3-valver, operating direct from D.C.
mains, it combines the simplicity of
the battery -less receiver with super-
lative performance.

You can
easily build
a receiver to ofierate
direct from the mains
Marconiphone have evolved it --you can build it-the
perfect battery -less receiver for the home constructor.
Simple to build, simple to operate, ccmpletely trouble -
free and amazingly economical in running costs.
There are four circuits from which to choose, two for
D.C. and two for A.C. Mains, and every receiver in
addition to its simplicity, presents superlative qualities
of reproduction and tone. Send now for your FREE
constructional booklet.

For A.C. Mains
K.r. 3 -valve receiver employing

the famous K.L.i valves.

K.2. Similar to K.r, but in addi-
tion incorporates an H.F.
stage.

For D.C. Mains
D.P.r. 3 -valve receiver-simple

to construct.
D.P.2. Similar to D.P.i, but gives

greater range and selectivity
by means of a neutralised
H.F. stage.

MARCONIPHONE

FREE
CONSTRUCTIONAL

BOOKLET,
including blueprint and full de-
tails will be slpplied for any one
cf these receivers. Booklets, in-
cluding blueprint of the other
Eve receivers, 6d. each.

If you want distance,
there are two special circuits incor-
porating the Marconi $625 Shielded
Valve.
T.r. 4 -valve receiver, including

H.F. stage, with S625 valve.
T.2. 5 -valve. Two H.F. stages,
with S625 valves. Stations hun-
dreds of miles away can be tuned
in with complete stability.

To THE MARCONIPHONE CO. LTD. (AND REDUCED), 210-212, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.I.
Please send me free constructional booklet, including blueprint for

I am also enclosin.q

Nam -

circuit

for the following booklets_

Address _____-

County

Mention of "Amateur Wireless to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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WE are now is a
position to an-

nounce the successful
development of an en-
tirely new series of
B.T.H. 2 -volt valves.
The filaments of these
valves are made of
nickel, a material
(never before used for
this purpose) which we
have found to possess, to an astonishing
degree, certain properties and characteris-
tics essential to the production of valves.
of the highest efficiency.

These new valves-known as B.T.H.
Nickel Filament Valves-are definitely
superior to all previous 2 -volt valves,
whether of B.T.H. or any other make.

Briefly, the use of nickel, together with
new methods of treating the filament dur-
ing manufacture, has enabled 113 to produ:e

B. 210 H
High Frequency

Filament Voltage . . . . 2
Filament Amps . . . 0.10
Max. H.T. Voltage . . . 150

lOs 6d

voLai0

a valve possessing the
following advantages :

The filament is very
much longer than that
cf any other valve of
corresponding type.

As a result the emission
is considerably greater,
giving a longer ai:eful lip
than any other valve.

These claims may not convey much to
you. You can only Prove the superiority
of B.T.H. Nickel Filament Valves by
substituting them for the valves you are
now using. The difference, however, will
astonish and delight you, and is out of all
proportion to the cost of the change -over.
B.T.H. Nickel Filament Valves are at present
available in three types-all 2-volt-as listed below.
Each of these valves will give you better results,
and for a longer period, than any other make of
2 -volt valves.

Ask your dealer for full details.

B. 210 L B. 215 P
Detector Tower Ampl6'ing

Filament Voltage . . . . 2
Filament Amps . . 0.10.
Max. H.T. Voltage . . . 120

Filament Voltage . .

Filament Amps . . .

Max. H.T. Voltage . .

lOs 6d 12s 6d
Tb.; aLove It ices are app.'.',.-.1b'c is Jr. at 'Britain and Northern Ireland cnl

. . 2
0.15
. 120

VA 11 Ift Orli 1VNICKEL FILAMENT
Alimalksio 17/ siii 0

Je Br!tid., .Thoms;n-Ilcutton Co. Ltd,

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "AM." to Advertisers
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Cossor 2 -volt Screened
Grid. Consumption
1 amp.

22/6

Also 6 -volt type.
Consumption 1 amp.

22/6

Advt. of A. C. Cossor Ltd.. Highbury Grove., N.5

V.**\
\\,\ \\

AGAIN Cossor leads the way. Hitherto only 6 -volt
Screened Grid valves have been available. Now
the exceptional efficiency and the enormous em-

ission given off by the Kalenised filament has made
possible the production of a 2 -volt Cossor Screened
Grid valve giving a far higher standard of performance.
Current consumption has been reduced to one tenth
of an ampere.
Use this wonderful new Cossor Valve in any Set where
screened grid valves are specified-you'll get better
results, increased amplification, improved stability with
a considerable economy in maintenance. All Cossor
Screened Grid Valves are fitted with standard double -
ended caps. Build up a Receiver to utilise these new
Cossor Valves now-you'll be thrilled at the ease in
which you'll be able to pick up distant Stations at tre-
mendous volume. The new Cossor Screened Grid
Valve is Radio's latest-and greatest-development.

0.0750,
e me y ma eK

r766
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"All -wave Roberts Four" International Show-Condolences !-Super-
super Vernier !-" Economy Three"-Competition !

The "AU -wave Roberts Four"
IN this issue we give the promised con-

structional details of the four-valver
incorporating the "Roberts" systeM of
neutralisation. Described by Mr. C. A.
OldroYd, the " All -wave Roberts  Four "
offers few constructional difficulties, and
owing to its flexibility as regards the choice
of components, it is one of those receivers
which all enthusiasts can assemble with
tittle expense. Let us know what you make

it,

An International Show
NEXT year, from March so to 25, an

International Radio Exhibition will
be held at Lit%ge in the Palace of Arts.
We hear that many of the stands are already
booked and the show promises to be very
much of an "international" nature !

Condolences !

"A BATH lady who had been deaf for
years put on a pair of headphones

and distinctly heard the wireless programme.
Messages of sympathy have been received
from all parts of the country."-Sunday
Pictcwiaf.

Consider Ourselves
WE do not wish to damp the ardour of

those who favour Empire broad-
casting, and who have at long last persuaded
the B.B.C. to move in the matter. But
please remember that there are literally
thousands of listeners --
mostly in out-of-the-way
parts of the country such
as Cornwall and Devon-
who cannot get broad-
casting satisfactorily on
less than three valves.
Something should be done
for these as well as our
friends over the seas.

A Bit Thick!
T a time when Eng-
lish was regarded

almost as a slave vernacu-
lar, Welsh was the language
c,f aristocracy," says the

1:1.
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CONCERNING " HOOK-UPS "
Some people, before they build up a set to

a published description, first " try it out " in
" hook-up " form. By this is meant that they
gather together a collection of components
having more or less the same values as those
specified, and wire these up loosely on a bench
to the circuit incorporated in the set they are
thinking of building.

Then, according to whether the results given
by the " hook-up " are good or bad, they
either decide to build the set or to leave it
alone. Now, this way of " testing out " a set
is more than drastic- it is grossly unfair to
the designer of the receiver. Certainly, if the
" hook-up " works well there is no reason
why the set itself, when built, should not give
results as good or better, but the mere tact
that the " hook-up " does not work, or works
badly constitutes a very poor reason for
condemning the original set.

For, besides the possibility of many poor
connections and partial short-circuits which
are likely to exist in such a rough arrangement,
it la quite possible, as we have often empha-
sised, for the mere disposition of the various
components relative to each other to have a
great effect on the performance of a set, even
though the original circuit is strictly followed.

IGl El

official report of a departmental committee
which has been inquiring into Welsh
education as affected by wireless broad-
casting. The committee finds that Welsh,
with its store of picturesque, national
literature, and tradition, is in danger of
ceasing to be a living' tongue. " Nothing
short of the full utilisation of the Welsh
language in broadcasting," it says, "will
meet the case."

Radio Competition
SUCCESS of long-distance commercial

wireless is making some of the tele-

graph concerns wake up. One well-known
cable firm has obtained a wireless concession
in Greece, thereby fighting the competition
with its own weapon. Another concern in
America is planning the erection of half -
a -dozen transmitters to assist its cables.

A Double Charge
WE are not sorry for " pirates " who are

found out, but we realise that there
may be a few unwittingly illicit listeners. It
is rather unfortunate for these people that
the Post Office always demands two sum-
monses : first, for installing a set without a
licence, and secondly for working a set
without a licence. Does one ever work a
set without installing:it, and would not one
summons cover both offences?

Super -super -Vernier !

ATUNER
for a 5 -metre transmitter

which is being tried out at WGY is
acontrolled by Vernier situated at a dis-

tance of nearly 300 ft. Not much chance.
of hand capacity upsetting 'tuning !

The " Economy Three "
TEM " Economy Three," fully des-

cribed anct illustrated on page 605 of
this number, is a receiver which will recom-
mend 'i tself to large numbers of our readers.
The modified form of  Reinartz reaction
which is employed :is particularly sensitive

and efficient and gives
strong loud -speaker recep-
tion on several stations;
while real purity is ensured
by the use of R.C. coupling
for both L.F. stages. This,
however, entails very little
sacrifice of volume, for
when " R.C." valves are
employed the .volume on
the local station is all
that anyone could desire.
Finally, as its name
implies, the " Economy
Three " is not expensive
to build. A set which you
have been waiting for,
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A CHEAP H.T, SUPPLY
'Particularly for the Low -power Transmitter or 'Power Amplifier

B_p L. A. C. LAWLER (6LR)
AMATEUR transmitters who are the

fortunate possessors of 200-250 volt
A.C. mains will be interested in the ' power"
supply about to be described. Users of
power amplifiers which require 300-35o
volts will also be interested.

No transformer is required as the system
automatically " doubles " the voltage from
the mains-that is to say a voltage
" doubling " rectifier is used. In practice,
however, it will be found that in the case
of 2oo-volt mains, for instance, the useful
output voltage will be less than 400 volts
owing to the resistance of the rectifier and
smoothing system, together with certain
other factors which it is unnecessary to go
into in detail. An output of approximately
30o volts can, however, be expected on a
load of 25-30 milliamps. With higher
mains voltages the output will, of course,
be greater.

The materials necessary are :
Six 2-mfd. 300 -volt Mansbridge

condensers (Dubilier).
One 2-mfd. r000 -volt Mansbridge

condenser (Dubilier).
One 3o -henry smoothing choke,

75 m.a. (Radielle).
Two 5 -amp. cutouts.
One 5 -amp. double -pole switch.
4 lb. pure ammonium phosphate.
./2 lb. pure aluminium wire (5

millimetre).
One ounce bicarbonate of soda.
Four strips of lead, 6 in.'by 1/, in.
Four test tubes, 8 in. by i1/2 in.
Four terminals.
All the necessary parts for the rectifier-

ammonium phosphate, aluminium, lead,
test tubes, etc., can be obtained from J. J.
Griffin & Sons, of Kemble Street, London,
W.C.2,, or the local chemist could arrange
to obtain it.

F -

;;Er

1-z

Fig. 2-Method of Forming Plates

The Rectifier
On examining Fig. it, it will be seen that

the rectifier is of the electrolytic variety.
The writer has heard many opinions as to
the efficacy of electrolytic rectification-
some good-some bad, the bad ones mostly
from persons who expect satisfactory results
from a teaspoonful of electrolyte and 'an
infinitesimal piece of aluminium. Actually

it is only necessary to
immerse a small part of
the aluminium in order to
get the necessary current
output. The writ&
finds, however, that the
use of large electrodes
lengthens the life of the
cell enormously.

Many arrangements have
been tried with a fair measure of satisfac-
tion. The one described, however, had been
in use on an amplifier for 18 months before
it was used for transmission. The same
rectifier has been in use for nearly two
years, with only one renewal of the
electrolyte.

Making the Cells
Four cells are necessary. These ',consist

of the four test tubes, which should be

(.011F.

30 liEtiRY
CtIOKE

Fig. 1-The Circuit Arrangement

mounted in a wooden rack. If the cells
are to be enclosed in a box, ventilation
should be provided. Two 1:4 in. holes will
be sufficient.

Next obtain four corks to fit the tubes.
Rubber stoppers are to be preferred, but
are not necessary. Two electrodes are
required for each cell, one aluminium, and
one lead. The lead has a hole made at
one end to take a terminal. A 6 in. length
of aluminium is then cut off, and one end
hammered flat. A hole is then drilled for
the terminal. Two holes must be made in
the corks, and the electrodes forced into
them. The electrolyte for each tube
consists of a dessert -spoonful of ammonium
phosphate dissolved in sufficient water to
come within z in. of the top. To this add
a teaspoonful of sodium bicarbonate. One
inch of medicinal paraffin is then poured on
to the. electrolyte, and the electrodes
mounted in the tubes. Care must, of
course, be taken to ensure that the elec-
trodes do not touch.

Forming the Plates
. The aluminium must next be formed.

To do this, take two of the cells, connect
the aluminiums together while the lead
electrodes are connected across the mains

in series with a lamp, such as is normally
used on the house circuit. The arrange-
ment is shown in Fig. 2. Leave the cells
connected so for about a quarter of an
hour. By this time the lamp will have
dimmed to an almost imperceptible glow.
Now take the other pair of cells and repeat
the process. When this has been done,
connect up as shown in Fig. 1. The earthed
main is taken to the point between the
condensers. The earth connection shown

in the diagram is merely to indi-
cate the earthed main. On no
account should this connection be

a Mr.
made by the constructor. The supply
is already earthed, and any other
earth connections to the house
supply will cause the engineers

1- endless trouble.
The means by which it is

possible to discover which main is
earthed, is simple : Connect one
terminal of a lamp to earth, (don't

use the gas bracket !), the other lead
from the lamp is then connected to each
of the supply wires in turn. The wire
which lights the lamp is the "live" wire,
and the other should, therefore, be con-
nected between the condensers (see Fig. 3).

Fuses are provided in each lead from the
mains, these are marked X in the diagram.
The switch should be of the double -pole
type. In lieu of this, however, a bayonet

Fig. 3 --Testing for Earthed Main

adaptor or 2 -pin plug may be used.
If any part of the apparatus to which

the H.T. supply is connected is earthed, the
connection should be made only through
a suitable condenser which is capable of
withStanding the full mains voltage, as
both sides of the H.T. are above earth
potential.

The rectifier which is in use at 6LR.
gives the transmission a pure D.C. note.
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MHE "Economy Three," as the
title implies, is a successful attempt to

produce an attractive and powerful cabinet
receiver at a moderate price.

With the coming of the long evenings,
many readers of limited means will desire
to possess a set capable of giving them a
choice of programmes on the loud -speaker.

RC Coup/hy (logs
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By R. j. O'CONNELL

was determined that the above results
could most easily be obtained by using a
really efficient detector valve, followed by
two stages of resistance -capacity coupled
low -frequency amplification.

As readers know, the Reinartz circuit is
one of the most efficient detector valve
arrangements known to wireless engineers,
and it was, therefore, chosen .for this set.

The circuit used is
0,4x.,./ shown Ly the diagram.

g;-----0Nr+% Components
L.4 HT- In the following list

of components the
names of the makers of
the parts used in the
set, shown by the
photographs, are given
first. In accordance
with the usual policy ofoLr+

LT 5 wikh ) 148+

Th.; Circuit Diagram

In order that any member of the family
can operate it they will require a set that is
simple to tune; the cost of construction
must be low. To these readers the " Econ-
omy Three" is strongly recommended as the
total cost should not exceed three guineas.

Circuit
After consideration of various circuits it

AMATEUR 'WIRELESS,
suitable alternatives are
also given, but it should

Oak/ be remembered that the
ciaLi-i cost of the set was

estimated at three guin-
eas when using the first -mentioned parts.
If alternatives are used, the cost may be
more or even less.

One ebonite panel, 14 in. by 7 in. by 1;4' in.
(Paxolin, Peto-Scott, Ebonart or Cameo).

One baseboard, 14 in. by 7 in. by 1,.1 in.
(C amco) .

One oak cabinet to take above panel and
baseboard (C a mcol

Right : The sim-
ple Construction
is apparent from
this photograph

Left : A Rear
View of the
Economy Three

One terminal strip, 8 in. by 2 in. by Yi in.
(Cameo, Peto-Scott, Ebonart).

Two fixed coil sockets for baseboard
mounting (Lissen).

One .0005-mfd. variable condenser (Or-
mond, Centroid, Jackson).

One .0003-mfd. variable condenser (Or-
mond, Centroid, Jackson).

One on -and -off switch (Wearite, Trix,
Lissen, Bulgin).

Three valve -holders (Lissen, Redfern,
Benjamin).

Two resistance -capacity coupling units
(Lissen, Dubilier, R.I. and Farley).

One .0003-mfd. fixed condenser (Dubiliei
orLissen).

One 2-megohm grid -leak (Dubilier of
Lissen).

One H.F. choke (Wearite, Lissen, Trix).
Eleven terminals (Belling -Lee).
Connecting -up wire (Junit or Glazite).

Mounting the Components
If the components mentioned first are

used, the panel may be drilled according
to the diagram, but should any of the parts
be of other manufacture then the reader
must assure himself that the dimensions
shown will give sufficient clearance. After
all the holes have been drilled, secure the
panel to the baseboard and ascertain that
both are a good fit in the cabinet. Next,
mount the components on the panel and
baseboard as indicated in the diagram, after
which the wiring may be commenced.

Wiring
In wiring up any set it is essential that

the soldering iron be properly heated. If

1

'
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the iron is over heated it will require re -
tinning frequently. In the construction of
this particular receiver the writer used a
Junit soldering iron which possesses the
advantage of having a tinned sheath which
is placed over the bit after it has been
heated. This iron can be strongly recom-
mended.

The wiring itself is quite simple, but
readers are advised to obtain a copy of the
blueprint (price, Is.).

606

The filament circuit should be wired up
first, then the resistance -capacity coupling
units and lastly the variable condensers.

Valves to Use
This receiver is intended for use with

2 -volt valves and all three valves should be
of the same type, since no filament resis-
tances are used.

In the original receiver two SS2 To and
one SS23o valves were used and these gave

134/YE4/.P7
very satisfactory results.

Etawie Ere

itT+2 HT," H7:- LT. LI- 06-2

Left : Wiring
Diagram of the
Economy Three
;Blueprint avail-
able price 1;-)

Right: This
Picture shows
the Valves and
Coils in position

Other 2 -volt
valves which
will be found
quite suitable
are manufac-
tured by Cos-
sor, Marconi,
Osram,B.T.H.,
Cosmos, Mull-
ard, and Edi-
swan.

Testing
When the re-

ceiver has been
completed

OCTOBER 29, 1927

the wiring should be thoroughly checked
and tested before an actual test of recep-
tion is carried out.

Place the valves in their respective
holders and connect up the low-tension
supply and push in the on -and -off switch.
Now connect up the high-tension battery,
putting on a small voltage of about 3 volts,
and note if any change occurs in the
brightness of the valve. If the wiring is
correct no change will be observed and the
set is ready for use.

Results
During a short test, nine miles north of

2L0, very good results were obtained.
Among the stations received at good loud-
speaker strength were 5GB, 5XX, Radio
Paris, Langenberg, Homburg and of
course 2L0.

The coils used were Lissen centre -
tapped. Other suitable coils are manufac-
tured by Messrs. Gambrell Bros., A. H.
Clarke and J. R. Wireless, Ltd.

More About the "Simpler Wireless" Special hree
ALTHOUGH nearly all the readers who

have written to us regarding the
" Simpler Wireless " Special Three which
was described in No. 279 (Oct. 15)
have had no difficulty in getting;
splendid volume and purity, some few have,
been troubled by a "hum" due to corn-,
mutator ripple. This is not very surprising.
As the set employs no smoothing chokes or
cbndensers, depending entirely upon a
" cancelling out" effect peculiar to the,
"Simpler Wireless" system, the "hum"
at once makes its appearance if the condi-
tions are not correct for complete "can-
celling out."

The valves used are of considerable
importance. With some valves the correct
operating conditions for the complete
elimination of the commutator ripple are
not the best for the operation of the valve
as rectifier or amplifier. As none of the
valves at present on the market have been
specifically designed for the " Simpler Wire-
less" system, those valves which work well
when used in a " Simpler \\Tireless" set do
so more or less by "accident" and have to

be found by experiment.
This does not mean that only a few of

the present valves are suitable. On the
contrary, every R.C. valve that has been
tried in the centre position of the" Special.
Three" has worked well there, as has also
every power valve tried in the last stage.
But with regard to, the rectifier more care
is necessary. Obviously, if the rectifying
valve introduces any " hum " into the set
it will be amplified by the two succeeding
stages. Besides this, while the operating
points of the two amplifying valves can be
moved about considerably in order to
secure complete "cancel out" without in
any way affecting the quality of the repro-
duction, there is obviously only one point
at which an anode -bend rectifier can be
operated efficiently. If this point does not
coincide with the "cancel out" point, the
valve is not suitable for use as a rectifier in
a " Simpler Wireless" set.

Valves -

In this connection it may be of assistance
to readers to mention that the Mullard

PM 11.F. valve has been found an excel-
lent anode -bend rectifier for the " Special
Three." Splendid results, with a complete
" cancel -out" of ripple, were obtained
using all Mullard valves as follows :
Detector, P11:11 H.F.; first L.F. stage,
PADA ; and in the last stage either a P.M.}
or a MI6, The best value of the anode
resistance with these combinations was
one me goli m.

Readers who do not get excellent volume
and quality without any appreciable
" hum" with the " Simpler Wireless"
Special Three are certainly not working
the set to the best advantage. They are
urged to write to us stating their difficulties,
as we are particularly anxious that everyone
who builds this set shall do so with the
greatest success.

A Man of Ideas, by Miles Malleson, is
being produced at 5SC on Saturday,
October 29. The cast includes R. B.
Wharrie, Tyrone Guthrie, and .Alleyne
Elliott.
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VOL can get plenty of interest instead
of boredom:, out of the broadcast

weather reports and the weather charts
pablished in the press if you know the
meaning of a few of the somewhat cryptic
words use in the reports. Such words are
only employed because they are a conveni-
ent form for the expression of otherwise
long-. worded descriptions.

Barometer Readings
First you must understand that the

'basis of meteorological readings and reports
is the reading of the barometer and the
level of the mercury in the glass. Most of
s know that when "the glass is low" it

foretells bad we.ther, and this is no more
and no less than the expert means when he
speaks of the "low pressure" and "cy-
clones" which have been such frequent
and unwelcome visitors during the past
summer. Your less technical "glass is
high" or ".glass is rising" is our " high
pressure". or "anticyclone." Perhaps
" cyclone" in itself is an unhappy choice of
words, because to most people it means
tearing gales, hurricanes, typhoons, whirl-
winds, and other devastating winds, when
the weather expert really means nothing
More, may be, than.a low glass and a drizzle
of rain, hence the adoption in recent years -
by the Meteorological Office of the term
"depression" instead.

When we announce
that "a depression is
approaching" we merely
mean that the baro-
meter reading (or " the
glass ") was low, say,

oo miles off this morn-
ing and only 5o miles
away this evening. It
that low-pressure area
reaches us we get bad
weather. On the other
hand, if the "high
pressure system," or
area in which the baro-
meter reading (otherwise
again ':the glass") is
high, extends to us, we
get good weather.

By DONALD W . HORNER
the North of Scotland, we may reasonably
say that that particular depression is
" approaching the British Isles." Most
of the readings we get, or seriously con-
sider, are from the Atlantic or Iceland,
because in these directions the wind and
the ice breed most of our nasty weather.

Isobars
Anyone who understands the term

"gradient," or "grade," applied to a road
or railway, can equally comprehend the
word "isobar," and anyone who under-
stands the rings marked on a contour map
to indicate varying levels of ground, can
read the meaning of the isobars marked in
wavering rings on the weather charts.

If you say a railway has a gradient, or
rise, of "s in 20" you mean the line rises

ft. for every 20 ft. it advances. On a
map which is marked in metre or foot
contours and is on a scale of, say, i in. to,_
the mile, you know that if the contour
rings are one inch apart the ground level
rises or falls one metre or foot in one mile.
So, ,exactly, the rings of isobars mark a
rise or fall in the barometer readings at

points of the wavering rings. If the rings
are close together on the weather chart, it
Means that the difference in level is recorded
at places close together, as it would mean
in contour lines on the map. Just as the
engineer says his grade or gradient is steep.
so the meteorologist says "the gradients
are steep for south-westerly winds," and
gives them as such in his general inference.

After an area of low pressure, that is,
low barometer, has passed away, the
"glass" takes an upward bound and a short
spell of fine weather ensues. This is knoWn
as an "anticyclonic ridge," meaning a
narrow area of high barometer and fine
weather. The brief periods of good weather
we have enjoyed in the past summer were
clue to these ridges.

The large anticyclone, which slowly
drives out all the depressions, forcing them
to take another path, like tha.k which
appeared at the beginning of OCtober last,
is an example of the opposite kind, giVing
us a fair period which may sometimes
continue for many days or eyen weeks
together.

Just as a wave which rises in long gentle
slopes is likely to descend similarly on the
other side, or as one which rears up steeply
in a "short seas" and is equally steep on
the further side, so the "anticyclone"
gives a well established period of fine

weather, whilst the "anticy-
clonic ridge" on which we rise
swiftly to fair conditions, lets
us clown just as swiftly into.
bad, The technician's language

(Concluded on page 64o)

We ascertain the approach and direction
of such high or low pressure areas because
weather observers in various parts of the
world, and especially in 'Western Europe
and in ships out in the Atlantic Ocean,
take barometer readings, and we collect
their reports. If a report of a " depression "
cones first from Iceland, and later from

Above :
The Control

Room
Below :

The Aerial
System

P ctures of the new high-speed wireless telegraph station at Lima, Peru. This is a 15 -kilowatt
transmit!q built by the Marconi Company to replace the old San Cristobal, station;
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Lt.TTERS TO THE EDITOR

O

The Editor does not necessarily agree with
the views expressed by correspondents

The Grenoble Station
SIR,-It may interest your readers to
know that the power of the Grenoble

station has just been increased from
500 w. to 1,50o w., and that it is most
unlikely that any further  change will be
made in this respect, although there is
still some talk of altering the wavelength.
At present this station transmits relays
from Lyons, Marseilles, Toulouse, and
occasionally Paris, working from 8.3o to
about io.3n every 1,Vednesday and Satur-
day evening. Next month they are com-
mencing a regular service, transmitting
every, evening, including Sundays. The
transmissions are exceptionally pure, and
I should think the station would be well
worth "raking in" at home. The wave-
length is at present 278 m. -

O. J. R. (Grenoble, France).

A " Mains " Point
SIR,-In No. 279, F.G.S., of Birmingham,

fails to understand how, on a D.C.
supply operated on the " three -wire sys-
tem" the positive and negative mains can
be simultaneously earthed in different
houses. Perhaps the following may be of
assistance. In the power station, virtually
(though not actually) two dynamos generat-
ing at the same voltage, usually about 220,
are connected in series. There are then two
"outer" terminals between which a voltage
of 440 exists, and to these are connected
the two " outer" mains of the supply sys-
tem. The cable, or bus bar, which connects
a positive terminal of one dynamo to a
negative terminal of the other to give the
series connection is earthed at the power
station, and is.also connected to the third
main cable, known as the "neutral."
Throughout the distribution system lamps
and quite small motors are made suitable
for 220 volts and connected between either
of the "outers" and the " neutral." Larger
motors are wound for 440 volts and are
connected across the "outers." For
domestic supplies the "neutral" and one
only of the two "outers" are brought into
each house. As one "outer" is 220 volts
positive and the other 220 volts negative
with regard to earth, the apparent anomaly
is explained.

Two important points arise in connection
with this system which seem to be seldom
mentioned. Owing to the fact that the

111111111111111114

"neutral" is earthed at the power station
only, and to the voltaw; drop due to the
resistance of the supply cables, which is
quite considerable at times of heavy
demand, in a house situated at some

(Continued in next column.)

For the Newcomer
to Wireless

How Walls Become Transparent
YOU know, there is one thing

that has always puzzled me about
wireless. Brown across the road
doesn't have a mast and a wire in his
garden, but uses what he calls a
frame aerial. The frame is right inside
his house, of course, and I can't see
how these wireleSs waves of yours
get to it. How on earth do they
travel throtigh the bricks and mortar
of the walls?

Just look across at Brown's house.
Can you see it?

Yes, of course I can.
But you are looking through solid

matter. Glass is just as much a solid
as bricks and mortar, but light waves
have no difficulty in passing through
it.

I know, but then glass is. trans-
parent.

Is it? Then what's the use of that
glass thing that. you have in front of
your fire ?

Oh, that's a fire screen.
It lets* you see the cheerful glow,

but keens the heat from you if the
fire becomes too fierce ?

Yes, that's it.
In other words that screen is trans-

parent to light wa-yes, but not
transparent to heat waves.

I hadn't thought of it in that way.
Then lead glass is perfectly trans-

parent to light, but practically
opaque so far as X-rays are con-
cerned. In fact it is used by X-ray
operators to protect them from evil
effects,

Then light, heat and X-rays are
all caused by waves?

4.

I I I I I dre 4ill
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Correspondence should be brief and to the
point, and written on one side of the paper

Yes, they are all due to waves
which travel not through the air
but through the ether at the pretty
little speed of i86,000 miles a second.
Wireless waves travel at the same
speed. Whether it produces the
effect that we know as light, heat,
X-rays or wireless all depends upon
the number of times that the wave
moves up and down or oscillates in a
second. That's all the difference
there is between them.' And different
substances are transparent to differ-
ent kinds of waves. Now you see how
it is that wifeless waves pass through
walls just as easily as light waves
through glass.

distance from the power station, the actual
potential of the "neutral" conductor may
differ from the earth potential at that
point by quite a considerable number of
volts. This fact furnishes the reason why
a condenser in the earth lead should never
be omitted in the case of a radio set taking
power from D.C. mains.

The other point is that when batteries
are to be charged, or when any low voltage
apparatus is to be operated through lamps
or a resistance from D.C. mains on which
one side is earthed, the order of connection
should invariably be as follows : Unearthed
or "outer" supply main to a single -pole
switch. S.P. switch to a single -pole fuse.
Fuse to lamp or other current -limiting
resistance. Resistance to battery or other
low -voltage apparatus, and from the last
a direct connection should be made to the
earthed main without the interposition of
any fuse or single -pole switch. In no case
should any connection be made to earth
direct. The reason for this is that under
these conditions the low -voltage apparatus
will be at all times practically at earth
potential, and is thus rendered safe as
regards fire risks due to, poor insulation or
shock if it be touched If a fuse or switch
is placed in the earth lead, and this blows,
or is opened while the apparatus is still
connected to the main on the other side,
the whole of it is at once raised to the full
mains potential, positive or negative, as
the case may be, as regards earth, which is
always undesirable and often dangerous,
especially if left in that state.

-J. H. S. F. (Sidcup).
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P.M. 075 Valves make
ampere valves extravagant.

They give the ample power you
want from your receiver, last long
and stand hard service ... provide
pure tone and true reproduction,
all with reduced running cost.

These are some advantages of valves
with the wonderful Mullard P.M.
Filament, the filament that is
robust and tough, the filament with
great emission surface.

Depend on Mullard to improve
your radio reception.

Mullard
THE -MASTER-VALVE

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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"heard every round of
the Tunney-Dempsey fight

A word about the Edisavan
Local Station Eliminator.
No set is complete without this new
Ediswan wavetrap. It cuts out the
local station sharply and totally and
allows you to reach out for other
stations within the capabilities of
your set.
Your locctl w;reless dealer can supply

ir( WHAT SET ?
WHICH VALVE ?
Say what set you have-or the
set you are going to build-and
we will tell you the valves to
use. Post the description to
us with the coupon-TO-DAY.

To The Edison Swan Electric Co., L td. ,
(Publicity), 123/5 Queen. Victoria Street,

LONDON, E.C.4.

Particulars of my set are attached.
Send me your valve bookl zt marked
up iv. th the valves you recommend.

Name

Addre-

1114\ V. 62

Read this remarkable
testimony to -
EDISWAN VALVES!

London.
"I constructed a four valve short wave receiver and purchased four
Ediswan valves . . . Since then I have tuned in 2XAF on 14
occasions out of 15 attempts.
This morning, using three pairs of headphones, I again tuned in 2XAF
and heard every round of the Tunney-Demfisey fight, the reception of
which was clear, loud and absolutely excellent and the best I have
received, and I should like you to know that this result lies in the
functioning of your Ediswan valves." W.J.B.
During October, LAST YEAR, a similarly remarkable testimonial
to Ediswan Valves was published from Mr. C. L. Ashhurst,
Norwich, and two friends, who heard every detail round by
round, of the great Dempsey v. Tunney fight.
Letters like this speak more than pages of advertising.

EDISWAN
VALVES

Clearest, Strongest,
Last the Longest

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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MI-4:TNICK
(COSMOS)

Wireless Sets
and components
for the new season

The illustration shows the new Met -Vick 5 with the
eliminators contained in the side cupboards. It can
be plugged into a lighting circuit just like any other
electric appliance. If used with H.T. and L.T. bat-
teries these can be accommodated in the cupboards.
The circuit employs two phase -balanced and stabilised
H.F. stages before the detector, and two resistance -
coupled L.F. stages.
Operation is extremely simple, the local station can be easily
cut out and a wide range of alternative programmes obtained.
Special attention has been paid to running costs, which are
remarkably low.
The Met -Vick 5 is a really beautiful instrument, and while
a distinct advance on any 1926 model it still remains at a
reasonable price. Obtain Leaflet 4117/9.

BATTERY
ELIMINATORS

" et -Vick " Battery Eli-
minators are supplied in
two models. The H.T.-
G.B. Model can be used on
various supply voltages
of 40-100 periods. Grid
Bias tappings are pro-
vided at 5, 10, 15 and 20
volts. A high voltage (up
to 25o volts) can be
applied to the last valve.
The L.T. Model gives an
output of 5 amperes at
4 volts without hum.

List 7117/8

MET-V1CK
A.N.P. (Astatic-
Non-Parasitic)

COILS
These new "Met -Vick"
products provide a clever
solution of a difficult pro-
blem. They overcome,
simply and efficiently, the
three difficulties associ-
ated with H.F. amplifica-
tion, namely, Magnetic
coupling between coils,
Stabilisation, and Para-
sitic Oscillation.

List 4117/8

RESISTANCE
COUPLING UNITS

" Cosmos" (" Met -Vick")
Resistance Coupling
Units are well known to
all wireless enthusiasts.
The " V" type can now
be obtained fitted with
new "Met -Vick" A.C.
Valve -holder. The latter
is also supplied separately.

List 711718

Have you seen the new
Met -Vick A.C. Valves?

Obtain Lists 4117/3 and
7117/8.

The various literature mentioned above gives full details and prices. Ash for your copies.

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES, LTD.
(Proprietors : Metropolitan -Vickers Elec. Co., Ltd.)
155 Charing Cross Road, LONDON, W.C.2

See them on Stands 34 and 35Manchester Radio ExhibitionOctober 24th to November 5th

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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The Sydney Relay
FROM the point of view of the listener,

the B.B.C. relay of the 2FC (Sydney)
broadcast on -Sunday, October i6, was not
a success, but this should not discourage
the Corporation from making further
attempts as and when the opportunity is
given to them. On that particular evening,
at the time at which the relay was taken
from Keston, the atmosphere was at its
worst, and even the short waves suffered
not only from static interference, but also
from high-speed fading. As a matter of
fact, later, conditions considerably im-
proved, and by the time the B.B.C. trans-
mitters had decided to Close down until
the sacred service the 2FC broadcast was
being received by the Keston engineers in
a highly satisfactory manner.

Other Stations Available
Considering that London and 5XX were

free until 7.55 p.m., and that Daventry
Experimental was not due to come on the
air before 8 p.m., it appears to me that
there can be but little elasticity in the
B.B.C. organisation if, on these special
occasions, some departure cannot be made
from the fixed schedule. A transmission
to be heard from a station some 12,50o
miles distant is not of daily occurrence,
and there is no doubt that the Sydney
sttidio, in view of the time at which the
broadcast was made, had gone to consider-
able trouble to please us.

Taking this into consideration, I cannot.
see the reason for which, if the early .part
of the transmission was unsatisfactory, our
home stations could not have stood by
for some little time and later, when condi-
tions improved, have given British lis-
teners a further instalment of the Austra-
lian programme-even though the broad-
casts for the day are fully mapped out.
With its existing organisation, it must be
surely in the power of the B.B.C. to cope
wi th such an emergency.

Good Reception Later
It is public knowledge that on Sunday,

October 16, the Keston engineers were
holding the 2FC transmission for some con-
siderable time, and that when our trans-
mitters went off the air were satisfactorily
passing the broadcast to their own officials
at the Savoy Hill headquarters by land -
line. The British listening public, in fact,
could easily have been given a further
thirty minutes of the Australian broad-
cast

The Important Grid Leak
Not so very long ago one of the first

points that we looked to in a set which
was faulty in any respect was the grid
leak and possibly the condenser. The

improvement in these components has been
such that of late there has been a tendency
to overlook these important components.
Yet the fact remains that a defect in this
portion of the circuit is capable of producing
the most extraordinary results. I came
across a case only the other day where a
set, a simple four-valver in construction,
gave the most unhappy results. There
appeared to be H.F. all over the place.
Indeed, the low -frequency valves seemed
to consider that they could do the job of
the high -frequency stages better than their
own, and there was a most unholy mix-up.
All I could obtain from the set-which, by
the way, was a portable-was a series of
squeals with occasional bursts of faint
music in the background.

A Wonderful Difference
I tried the usual methods of diverting

errant H.F. into its proper channel, with
partial success; but after obtaining some-
thing like reasonable working from the
set I measured the grid leak, and found
that it was 4 megohms instead of z, while
the condenser was also incorrect in value.
The replacement of the grid leak by one of
the correct value made an incredible
difference. All the other correcting devices
could be removed again leaving the only
alteration, that of the grid leak, and the
set then proclaimed itself in stentorian
tones as thoroughly satisfied with life.,
Indeed, I could hardly credit the difference
in the set due to this very simple cause,
yet a reversion to the old grid leak reintro-
duced all the trouble.

Thus, although we have become accus-
tomed to a much greater reliability in these
small components, yet we should not lose
sight of the fact that they are liable to
break down occasionally, and if they do
they are capable of producing an awful lot
of trouble.

Does Yours Howl at You ?
Some short-wave sets have peculiar

little ways of their own. One that I know
used to behave itself perfectly well so long
as only one note -magnifier was in use, but
went on simply anyhow when a . second
was brought into action. If a short-wave
set howls at you when you move your
hands or if you find that touching the
receivers of the telephones alters the tuning
or produces plocks or squeaks, you may
be pretty sure that the trouble is caused
by high -frequency impulseS getting through
into.the low -frequency department. Shunt
the primary of each transformer with a
airmail fixed condenser and use 'another
across the phones. This is sure to, improve
matters, though on very short waves -20
metres and below-you may possibly find
that the trouble crops up again. In this

case try the effect of fitting an 8o -turn
choke in each of the phone leads. What-
ever you do shunt every part of your
high-tension battery with large fixed
condensers, The absence of these may
give rise to most unpleasant effects.

An Interesting Development
They are making a good deal in America

just now over a novel collector system
which is a good deal different from that
consisting of a high wire suspended out of
doors and an earth plate. Instead of
hanging the aerial up, it is buried under-
ground,

This buried aerial, or antenna to give it
the name that it bears in -its own country, -

is the result of prolOnged investigations
into the question on the elimination of
atmospherics made by Professor J. H.
Rogers. In a recent communication he
states that burying the. aerial produces
practically no diminution of signal strength,
-though it does reduce atmospheric inter-
ference, even in thundery weather, to
something altogether negligible.

In America they know something about
atmospherics, for normally they are far
worse over there than we ever know them
here. We have complained little enough
about conditions during the present apology
for a summer, but when you come to think
of it, things have hardly ever been bad
enough to spoil reception of the local
station, as they often are in the States.

There are inany forms of buried aerial
which give successful working. I hope to
try one or two of them out in the near
future and to give you the results of my
experiences with them. If the buried aerial
is as good as it is said to be, it should be
a considerable help towards obtaining a
lessening of the wipe-out effect of a power-
ful local station, for it apparently gives
a higher degree of selectivity.

- I am wondering, though, what results it
will give in localities where there are power
stations or electric trams or railways. In
such cases earth noises are often very
troublesome, and burying one's aerial
would seentrather like "asking for it."

A Useful Tip
The advice to keep all battery leads as

short as possible in order to avoid direct
pick-up effects is very sound, but it cannot
always be followed. Many wireless users
find it convenient to keep their accumulators
in a corner of the room some distance
away from the set, and to bring leads from

,the battery. to a plug point in the wall.
When this is done, direct pick -Up effects
can be eliminated by making use of twin
lead -covered cable between the battery
and the plug point. The casing of the
cable should be earthed. Long leads
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C    On Your Wavelength ! (continued)    6 

however, have one very bad fault, quite
apart from the question of direct pick-
up ; always the cause of a considerable
potential drop. If therefore your filament
batteries are at some distance from the
receiving set it is quite likely that you will
need less resistance in your rheostats or
fixed resistors than that shown in the
maker's figures in order to obtain the
correct filament potential. The longer the
leads the stouter in any case should be
the wire employed.

Where Did That One Go ?
Many people have tried to solve the

mystery of what happens to lost pins. So
many are manufactured every year, and
by all calculations the whole country
should be covered to about one foot deep
by this time with those that have been
lost. An equally perplexing problem is
what happens to small wireless parts. I
suppose in my time I must have bought
more than a gross of valve legs. When
I build a new set I dismantle the old one
and put all its useful parts into various
boxes. There is on my workshop table a
box labelled "Valve legs," but when I
opened that box recently in quest of one
of these I found that it contained nothing
but emptiness. In fact, I cannot find a
valve leg anywhere. B.A. nuts I always
purchase by the gross. So far as I can see,
I must have lost about a million of them
in the last three or four years in my small
house. Sackfuls of screws, washers, valve
pins, and even such things as fixed con-
densers, grid -leaks, complete valve -holders,
and 12 -in. lengths of B.A. studding have
simply disappeared into the void.

An Interesting Point
A curious point was raised the other day

at an inquest following a film factory fire.
The district surveyor stated that a hole
made in one of the walls had not been
reported to him and went on to say that
there was a statutory obligation to give
notice to the district surveyor of any hole,
however small it might be made in the
wall of a house or other building. This is the
first that I, and I expect a good many
other people, have heard of any such regula-
tion, but there seems to be no doubt that
it exists. It refers, I take it, to a hole made
through a solid wall and not to one drilled
through a window frame.

The majority of wireless lead-in wires
from aerial and earth are probably taken
through tubes let into the woodwork and
not passing through the bricks and mortar
or the stones of an outside wall. There
must, however, be a certain number of
cases in which the actual wall has been
drilled for the purpose of passing a lead-in
tube and it seems that wherever this is

done a report should have been made to the
surveyor. Listeners would therefore prob-
ably be wise to safeguard themselves by
making reports if holes have been made
through the actual walls and not merely
through the window frames.

Have You Heard Him ?
I expect that most readers who have

short-wave sets will have heard Mr.
Gerald Marcuse broadcasting from 2.NM,
though he often keeps such unholy hours
that only those who burn the midnight or
wee small hour oil are likely to pick him
up. The other Sunday, though, I found
him hard at work at 5 p.m. relaying 2LO's
programme to India in particular and the
East in general. The quality of the trans-
mission was extraordinarily good and
excellent results have already been
achieved, good receptiOn having been
reported from many parts of India as well
as from Colombo, Penang and other places.
Mr. Marcuse has quite got the B.B.C.
announcer's professional manner. I was
immensely ticked with his concluding
words : "Good afternoon, everybody.
Good afternoon." Meanwhile when are
those experiments from Chelmsford going
to begin? The B.B.C. has, or can obtain, so
much data from the work done by Mr.
Marcuse as well as from KDKA, 2X AF,
2XAD, PCJJ, 2FC and Radio Malabar
that it should have at any rate, a nice start
when the work is really taken in hand.

What the Grid Battery Did
We have had such a dose of atmospherics

this summer and autumn that one is
really quite startled if one picks up the
telephone on any evening without hearing
ear-splitting crashes. The noises seem to
have become for the present at any rate,
almost part and parcel of wireless reception.
I had been suspecting, though, that the
crackles produced by one of my sets were
not due to genuine atmospherics. They
sounded very much the same, but for the
last day or two they had been getting
worse and worse. On such occasions one
naturally suspects the batteries. The
H.T.B., L.T.B., and G.B.B.,were all run over
with the voltmeter and found to be up to
the mark.

There was nothing wrong with the high-
tension battery connections, so the accumu-
lator was next suspected. Comparatively
few people realise how noisy an accumulator
can become if there is a loose or dirty
connection between its cells, or if the L.T.
leads are making bad contact with the
terminals. The source of the trouble,
however, was not in the accumulator, and
the grid battery remained. So far as could
be seen all the wander plugs were a good
tight fit, but careful investigation showed

that in the case of the positive one appear-
ances were deceptive. Both the plug and
socket were dull and this was sufficient,
when a good deal of L.F. amplification was
used, to produce noises of a kind that has
to be heard to be believed. When I say
that a milliameter in the plate circuit of
the last valve gave quite a big jump
whenever a crackle occurred you will
realise how bad they were.

Week -end Short-wave Programmes
Some interesting announcements were

made by two of the most important Ameri-
can short-wave stations the other night,
about their week -end programmes for the
near future. WGY gave out through
XAF that the following transmissions would
he made on Saturdays and Sundays. On
Saturdays 2XAD will be at work from
6.3o p.m. to 9.3o p.m. Greenwich Time.
2XAF will come on from 11.25 p.m. on-
wards. KDKA announced that he would
transmit on both 62.5 and 26 metres on
Sundays from II p.m. onwards. I am
very glad to hear that 2XAD and 2X AF are
going to give us these Saturday evening
programmes, for during the summer there
was nothing to hear as a rule until the
small hours of Sunday morning.

Short-wave enthusiasts are pretty well
provided for now, for they have both
Radio Malabar and the Australian stations
during the afternoons and the Americans
come on at reasonable hours during the
evening. PCJJ is to be heard on most
Tuesdays and Thursdays and not infre-
quently on Saturdays. The other night I
found him doing a test on a Wednesday
which continued until the small hours of
Thursday morning. Curiously enough this
station is usually much stronger with me in
daylight than he is in the hours of darkness.
Have you ever caught him conducting
two-way working with Bandeong ? He
often does this, during the afternoons, and
both stations are well heard.

A Felt Want
Can anybody tell me of a valve that is

really non-microphonic when used as
rectifier? I have tried a great many, but
I have not yet found one that is ideal in
the short-wave set. When one gets down
to minute wavelengths and uses a certain
amount of L.F. amplification, any micro -
phonic tendency that a valve may possess
when used as rectifier, seems to be shown
up to a horrid degree. I expect that there
are quiet valves and that I have not been
lucky enough to come across them. If any
reader can put me on to a really good
rectifier I will see that he is awarded without
delay the most noble Order of the Biscuit
(with grid -leaks).

THERMION.
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PRACTICAL
ODDS &ENDS

Plug-in Coils

VERY
often experimenters, when test-

ing a set employing plug-in coils of .the
type having two legs or two sockets instead
of one .leg and one socket, turn the coil
round to save the trouble of changing the
leads over. -

This procedure does not alter the direc-
tion of the current round the coil. The
diagram will make it clear to anyone in

3 C,
Direction o Coil Windings

doubt about it. The direction is of great
importance when two coils are coupled
together. C. M. B.

Simple Volume Control
T often happens that with one L.F. stageI the loud -speaker volume is inadequate,

but when a second stage of L.F. is added
the volume is, too great.

If this state of affairs cannot be remedied
by changing the type of coupling, as, for
example, from transformer to R.C. coup-
ling, then the only thing to do is to use the
extra I,.F. stage and reduce the volume.
This can be done by slightly detuning, but

0
L6

/' 0
Receiver Variable resistance

Simple Volume Control

this is not a process which can be recom-
mended.

A better plan is to connect a variable
resistance, such as the Dubilier Duvolcon,
across the loud -speaker terminals. Then the
resistance of the loud -speaker windings and
the variable resistance are in parallel.
When the volume control is set at such a

`"--. Loud Speaker

value that its resistance is greater than the
resistance of the loud -speaker windings,
most current will flow through the loud-
speaker. But when the resistance of the
volume control is lower than that of the
L.S. winding, the greater part of the
current will be diverted from the L.S.
winding through the volume control.

Provided that the resistance value of the
loud -speaker lies between the minimum
and maximum resistance values of the
volume control, a loud or soft rendering
can be obtained at will. J. B,

Non -soldered Connections
SSOMETIMES a piece of apparatus from

which a connection is to be taken will
not stand the heat of the soldering iron.
In such a case the connection is made to a
nut and screw, the wire being wound round
the threaded part of the screw.

The task is simplified if the wire is first
shaped into a loop as shown, which can be
slipped on to the screw. A loop can be made

Efficient
Non -soldered
Connection

wire
drill

wire
at the end of a piece of wire by bending it
round a drill and pinching the ends together
with a pair of pliers. The drill is chosen of
such a size that the loop formed will just
slip on to the screw. M. C.

Plug-in Phone Connector
WHEN connecting extra pairs of

phones in parallel it is annoying to
have to fiddle with terminals; a much
easier way is to use a plug-in connector.
To make one similar to that shown in the
sketch, you need as many pairs of valve
sockets and valve pins as you have phones,
a piece of scrap ebonite, and a length of
twin flex for extension leads from the set. -

Mount the sockets on the ebonite in two
parallel rows (shown sectionally at Al

OUR BLUEPRINT SERVICE
Constructors of receivers described in this
journal should make full use of our
Blueprint Service and avoid all risk of

failure.

securing each with a washer and nut. Join
up all the positive sockets with one flex
lead (after removing the insulation) and
all the negative sockets with the other lead,
as shown at 13. Secure the wires firmly by
screwing a second nut on to the stem of
each valve socket and tightening it up in
opposition to the first.

The final step is to connect valve pins to
the ends of your phone leads in place of
the usual tags. You can then plug as

POSITIVE ROW
OF VALVE
SOCKETS

NEc,A-ri 'E ROW
OF VALVE
90c.K.ETS

-(6)

(EBO N1TE)

(b
A Plug-in Phone Connector

many pairs of phones as you require into
the sockets on the connector. Any of the
phones can be instantly removed or
re -connected. W. 0.

Neat Loud -speaker Stand
SOME types of loud -speaker, when rest-

ing on a polished surface, are apt to
cause unsightly scratches and markings.
What is required in such cases is a non -
scratching stand on which to rest the loud-
speaker.

Shown in the sketch is a simply -made
stand which can be assembled for a few
pence. A 0 -in. hollow, circular block, such
as every electrical stores can supply, has

/11,1r
( Rubber

D 'urn
wood
block

Feet
Neat Loud -speaker Stand

three small rubber stops screwed on cm
side, approximately equally spaced round
the circumference.

The base of the loud -speaker is thus
raised from the polished surface and the
rubber stops enable it to be placed in 'any
convenient position without fear of
scratching. B. J.
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Some Interesting Facts About a Controversial
Subject

IBy J. H. Reyner, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.M.I.E.E.

vi-AvE you seen the new curve for the
1 1 Ortli-Gud transformer ?" said one

man at the Exhibition.
" No, I don't think so," was the reply,

`what about it ? "
." Well you ought to see it ! it is about

.he biggest piece of faking I have ever seen.
They worked the .scales all up SO that the
airve comes out nearly a straight line,

MddleC

-5_ 4
2

0 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000

frequency

Fig. 1-This Curve appears reasonably good
at first sight. Note where middle C comes,

however

whereas if you draw it out properly it
looks perfectly awful. I know because I
tried it."

"Let's have a look at it anyhow," said
the other man and they went off together
to the particular stand where they inspected
the performance curve of the said trans-
former together.

Xs the first speaker had pointed out, the
scales were not uniform and it certainly did
appear that they were imparting some
fictitious value to the particular curve,
making it appear better than it really
should be. After some time they waylaid
the attendant of the stall and taxed him
with gross dishonesty for representing the
performance of the transformer in this
manner. The assistant threw up his hands
and collapsed on the floor. The two

1 1 1.11,,11

'g' '(8O t;',g t
frequency

Fig. 3-This Curve is the same as Fig. 2 but
the frequency scale is figured differently

I

'2`"8 0 0

inquisitors took this as an admission of
dishoneSty and went away thinking that
the world was really a very wicked place,
but that they were clever enough to see
through it.

An Increasing Tendency
- The question raised by the two inquiring
yonths is one of some importance. There

is an increasing tendency to use special
scales in plotting curves of performance,
more particularly with reference to low -
frequency devices .such as transformers,
chokes, etc. There is some question as to
whether the use of such special scales is
better than the straightforward system,
and above all, whether this is done with an
attempt to deceive or not. By using a
peculiar scale, one can usually make a curve
have any desired shape, within reason, so
that a really bad curve could be made to
appear very good by suitable arrangements.
Are these -special scales put to dishonest
use? -The answer to this question can be
given at once. It is -quite definitely "No."
There are several reasons underlying the
adoption of special scales and although, at
first sight, they appear to be complicated
and less straightforward than they might
be, yet actually they give us a better
indication of what is really happening than
is obtained with what appears to the reader
a more straightforward curve.

Frequency
The frequency scale was the first to come

under the eye of the reformers and it is now
generally admitted -that the plotting of a
frequency on a simple direct scale does not
give a correct interpretation of the results.
This arises from the distribution of musical
frequencies in octaves. We are all familiar
with the expression " an octave higher,"
and indeed the expression is so common
that it is difficult to explain it in any other
way. We can play a variety of notes on the
piano all of which have the same musical
value, as it were, except that they occur
in different parts of the whole register.
We can take, for example, middle C on the
piano and we can play upper C or lower C,
all of which have the same musical value,
but which are different in pitch. They are
said to be octaves of each other, the word
-octave" meaning eighth. There are seven
whole tones in a scale, the eighth note being
the octave.

The whole musical range consists of some
7 octaves covering frequencies ranging from
27 cycles per second (the lowest A on the
piano) up.. to 3,48o cycles per second (the
top A on the piano). In addition there are
sometimes pedal notes on the organ going
down as, low as 16 cycles per second, while
in order to obtain faithful and natural
quality, particularly on orchestral instru-
ments, it is necessary to reproduce har-
monics which have frequencies extending
as high as 6,000 cycles per second. We can
confine our attention for the present, how-
ever, to the piano range.

L.)

Nat Equal Divisions
This range of frequencies of some 3o to

3,500 cycles is not divided into equal
portions, but into 7 octaves. The peculiarity
about the octave is that the frequencies of
the two notes are connected by a ratio of
2-1. Thus if we play the different A's on the
piano, we obtain frequencies of 27.1,
54.25, 108.5, 217, 435, 870, 1,740 and

ITtddle C.
10

C

-E_
a

54 1085 al 7 35 070 171,0 11,10

Ire 9uency

Fig. 2-This Curve gives a better idea of
what is happening

3,480. Thus we see that the first three -

and -a -half octaves all occur below about
25o cycles per second while the second
three -and -a -half 'octaves range from 250 to
3,500 cycles per second. Indeed, twiddle C
on the :.piano has a frequency of 256 cycles
per second, and it is known as middle C
since it effectively divides the three -and -a -
half bottom octaves from the thre&and-a-
half top octaves.

Yet it will be clear that we have by no
means an even distribution here, for the
frequency range in the top three octaves
is fourteen times as great as that at the
bottom.

Fig. 1 shows a curve of a transformer
plotted on an ordinary basis and it will be
clear that it begins to cut off somewhere in
the neighbourhood of 300 cycles, but we
cannot get very much estimate of what its

0

--I

N

8'O.`c3o 0 o0 0 0
Fig. 4-This gives a good idea of the perform-
ance. Little variation of strength can be
detected over a range of 250 to 5,000 cycles

performance is in the lower register since
these all lie below 300 cycles and here the
curve is uncomfortably crowded. Fig. 2
shows the same curve plotted against the
octaves. Here the performance of the
transformer can be gauged very much
more easily since we now have the low -

(Concluded on page 630)
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BROADCASTERS OF THE MONTH j
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ALMA VANE. -A favourite singer at most
i stations, especially in Aberdeen, where the recently

i*-4, scored a big success. Has been heard in most of the
B.B.C. variety pr ogrammes and studio perform-

ances oj musical comedies.
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t FREDERICK THURSTON is a faniou.,
QG

J.1, clarinet soloist and permanently attached to the 0

orchestra of aLO, besides being heard at chamber -
music concerts. He will be remembered for his
recent performance in the big Villiers Stanford %

14.S, programme.
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bers of the B.N.O.C. besides being an ever- /
popular studio broadcaster, his favourite operatic
roles are in " Carmen," " The Magic Flute," and
" Le Cog d'Or." He sang, too, during the recent

" Prom." season.
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AURIOL JONES.-Th,s gout -medallist Welsh 'Ol'.1

A pianist, of Queen's and Albert Halls; broadcast in *1
as picznimst,..zn the W. H. 5. .,4/'( t.4';uirePV.Z. Coliseum,a711ele' d played before 0,e,,,

#40,,,,,,/...,,,,,ftl: .. their Majesties ai,ertjloteuntte. Royal Command 1.,,,,
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AYLMER BUESST-Conductor of many of ,41
the B.N.O.C. performances awl tours, Mr. Buesst
is an Australian. He is equally well known for his
classical concerts at Queen's Hall, as in the ;04

symphony studio programmes at 2LO. 44
1)')4
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HELEN ALSTON.-A favourite artiste see :',

revues at 2LO. She has appeared with immense
.success at the London Coliseum and other big
variety halls ; she has appeared in musical /

0
comedy and on the concert platform,

;'i i
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A A ROBERT RADFORD.-Besides being one of
the finest bass singers in the world, Mr. Radford is
also a director of the B.N.O.C., in whose repertoire
he has played so many roles. His finest perform-
ances, perhaps, are in " Tannhauser," " Master -

singers," and " Romeo and Juliet."
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/

IVY ST. HELIER.-Here we have one of the
brilliant stars of the London Coliseum programmes.
Miss St. Helier is a constant broadcaster in the
variety programmes at ILO. One of her recent
wireless successes was in the revue; " Come Over

the A ether."

" STAINLESS STEPHEN."-This intriguing
pseudonym belongs to Mr. Arthur Clifford, one of
the best entertainers on stage or ether. Like
" John Henry," he too hails from Yorkshire. We
have all enjoyed his playlets," Oscillating Oscar"

and " One Punch Liquorice."
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"A.W." TESTS OF APPARATUS
Conducted by our Technical Editor, I. H. REY NER, B.Sc.(Hons.), A.M.I.E.E.

Trix S.L.F. Condenser
THE Trix S.L.F. condenser is a robust

and electrically efficient instrument.
The specimen which we tested possessed
ample mechanical strength with a compara-
tively light framework.

Although small and light aluminium end
plates are emplOyed, it was found almost
impossible to distort the condenser; thi-,
always a point worthy of consideration in
a cheap condenser. Both the fixed and
moving vanes are made of brass and suffi-
ciently fixed to ensure rigidity.

At one end of the rotating spindle there
is a bush of fibre material which tends to
give desirable smoothness to the motion,
while a copper pigtail ensures good elec-
trical contact between the moving Vanes
and the aluminium end plates to which one
terminal is attached. The fixed vanes are
connected to an insulated terminal at
either end.

On test, the maximum and minimum

Trix S.L.F. Condenser

capacities proved to be .00044 and .000059
microfarad. The minimum is thus satis-
factory, but the maximum should be
increased slightly to bring it up to its rated
value.

The Trix condenser is marketed by Eric
J. Lever (Trix) Ltd., 33 Clerkenwell Green,
E.C.T.

Interchangeable H.F. Choke
THERE are difficulties in designing an

H.F. choke operating equally efficiently
over a very wide wavelength range; one
which will operate successfully on wave-
lengths below Too metres is often useless
on wavelengths above r,000 metres.

To overcome this difficulty a range of
three Lisenin chokes has been designed
which will fit a standard holder. The sam-
ple tested by us proved to have a choking
range from wavelengths below 5o metres
up to 400 metres; a second choke is de-
signed to operate up to r,000 metres,
Whilst the third works efficiently on the
higher wavelengths up to 3,000 metres.

The winding in the first choke is placed
in five slots cut in an ebonite former and
well spaced from each other to ensure a
low self -capacity for the windings. No
difficulty was experienced in removing (or
inserting) the choke from its holder, the

Lisenin H.F. Choke

contact being firm and electrically efficient.
The manufacturers are the Lisenin Wire-
less Co., Connaught House, ia Edgware
Road, Marble Arch, W.

Carborundum R.C. Unit
(.21A11'LICIT1 and neatness are the two
J characteristics possessed by the Car-
borundum R.C. unit, which consists of a
small rectangular ebonite base in which
the coupling condenser is situated, whilst
two sets of clips attached to terminals hold
the secondary, grid leak, and anode in
position. The terminals, in place, have
clips in an accessible position, whilst solder-
ing tags are also provided.

The coupling condenser proved to have
a capacity of .00r, whilst the anode and
grid resistances had values of 300,00o and
350,000 ohms respectively .

With a coupling condenser of this size,
the grid leak should have a slightly higher

Carborundum R.C. Unit

resistance; this, however, did not seriously
affect the performance of the coupling unit
when placed in the valve circuit, and good
reproduction was obtained. This unit
should prove of assistance to the con-
structor,. and can be recommended :to
readers.

It is made by the Carborundum Co., Ltd.,
Trafford Park, Manchester.

Imperial All -wave Tuner
AN Imperial All -wave tuner sent in for

test is a very compact and well -
finished tuner designed to cover an un-
usually large wavelength range. The diffi-
culty of obtaining a smooth and efficient
control of reaction throughout the range has
been overcome by tapping the reaction
coil in order to obtain better regeneration
on the shorter waves.

The switch controlling the number of
turns on the reaction coil is actuated by a
small knob fixed to a spindle which passes
through the centre of the main reaction
spindle.

A range from 550 metres up to approxi-
mately 5,000 metres is obtained by means
of an inductance wound in slots in the
side ebonite former; seven tappings are
taken to a switch mounted inside the tuner
and controlled by a knob and dial on the
outside.

Imperial All -wave Tuner

The tuner can also be employed in a
tuned -anode circuit, in which case the
range is from 15o metres to :3,000 metres.
Two aerial terminals are employed, one
being for use on high wavelengths and the
other on lower wavelengths. An interesting
point is that the unit is made to plug into
sets designed for use with ivvopin plug-in
coils, a plug and socket being fitted for this
purpose at one end of the tuner. Two
reaction terminals are placed at the other
end.

On test the tuner gave good results
throughout the tuning range; the reaction
was even and allowed of the utmost ampli-
fication being obtained prior to falling into
a state of oscillaticin. This exceptionally
neat and efficient component can be recom-
mended to readers. Further particulars
can be obtained from the Wireless Appara-
tus and B.C--; Co.-,;.i56Narborough Road,
Leicester.

.
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A Weekly Programme Criticism by Sydney A. Moseley
-pi-1E announcer to my mind was too

I apologetic in regard to the last Austra-
lian transmission. It is true that there
were a good deal of atmospherics about,
but to the ordinary listener like myself
it was an immense achievement. To hear
the "Coo-ee "-the real stuff !-was a.

privilege which I am sure I shall always
relate in my doddering old age. Besides
that, the magic words "Sydney . .

calling," were as plain as if someone were
calling from across the other end of the
room. "Noises off" notwithstanding,
Australia was there right enough !

The event of the week for music lovers
was undoubtedly the National Symphony
Concert. I am sorry to hear that the
People's Palace held comparativelyspeaking,
a small audience, .but that was only to be
expected. The place itself is the finest hall
in the East End, but it is situated midway
between two stations --.Stepney Green and
Mile End. So that some of our delicate
music lovers preferred to listen at home.
Nevertheless the B.B.C. is justified in
holding some of these concerts at this well-
known " Palace" if only for the good work
for music that the East End hall has
rendered.

Lohen-
grin, Tann-
hanser, The
illastersing e r s ,
Tristan Sieg-
fried, Parsi,fal,-
what a feast for
the lovers of
Wagner - and
they are Jegion.
The vocalists,
Miriam Licette
and Walter
Widdop - were
in tip-top form
Nv i le the
National orches-
tra must. have
pleased Mr.
Percy Pitt who,
no doubt, was
listening in

After this big
feast, enough to
satisfy the most

musical Oliver Twists, w.e had a half -an -
hour of that accomplished pianist, Irene
Scharrer-sandwiched, it is true, by Flotsam
and jetsam. NOw I will say this. That if
the B.B.C. shut down for the rest of the
year the fare provided on this night alone
would more than justify the modest annual
fee it charges us.

Talking of 'Flotsam and Jetsam, they
rely rather too much on their old -repertoire.
This they justify under the heading of
" Requests " but they should remember that
the non -requests, who are in an over-
whelming majority, never trouble to write
at all. They should give us new stuff like
the play on " The Three Blind Mice " a la
Mendelssohn, and as it would be sung in
opera.

I referred recently to Mr. Anthony
Asquith's broadcasting voice. I have since
heard him again-and I - think he talks
rather like a film. His talk flickers. Like
this : "The sequence-is composed-of
shots. The camera-is said --to pass. It
is said-to trick . etc."
Somebody ought -to give this
engaging young man a hint
or two in elocution.

Rather over -lapping, wasn't it, having
Mr. Percy Scholes, the B.B.C. music critic,
and Mr. Basil Maine, talking not only the
same evening and on the same subject but
within three-quarters of an hour of each
other. Both are interesting but you can
have too much of this sort of thing. Can
you not?

.

A little gem of a thing was Wun-lu-or
The Seventh Heaven ---a Chinese fantasy by
Frank Cochrane and Dion Titheradge. I
remember Mr. Cochrane-if I Mistake not-
in Chu -Chin -Chow and this little play had
rather the atmosphere of the old war -time
success. But it was absolutely spoilt by
an anti -climax which you would have
thought anybody would have noticed. The
song at the end is absolutely unnecessary
and the curtain should fall when Mee -Woo
and his Wife discover the Seventh Heaven.
The characters were splendidly enacted.
Mel Sydney.as the -servant absolutely fitted
the part, while' Frank Cochrane was the
Chinese letter -writer to the life. Maurice
Evans,-, as a young - fisherman, ant'

Gwen Frangcon
Davies were ar
admirable 'pail
of misguided
love - birds.
should like. to
hear this little
thing again with
the improve-
ment I have
suggested. -.

It was an-
nounced as "
great. variety
programme" -
and so it was.
There was
josephine Tri'e
Who is certainly
at the head of

2,000 Headphones
80 Loud -speakers!

A Wonderful Instal-
lation at the Lambeth

Hospital, The -pic-

tures shozu the contrOl

panel with automatic
starting gear and the
gramophone pick-up

that curious crowd of syncopated song-
sters, Edna Thomas who sings negro
spirituals quite appealingly, Harry Hernsley
as a child -impersonator, Ivy St. Helier,
mimic, Niel Kenyon, the Scots comedian,
and Clapham and Dwyer. Harry Hemsley,
as the announcer, was by far and away
more successful than other attempts which
have frequently been made to utilise
artists in this way.
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The L.F. End of the Receiver

GREAT claims are made for the designs
of many receivers, and often quite cor-

rectly; but the question is : " Will the
amateur be able to bring his set to the
pitch of perfection of the model built and
adjusted by the designer ? "

After all, most of us are just amateurs,
1.1.1110.

COMPONENTS REQUIRED
One 26 in. by 8 in. panel (Becol, Redfern or

Pero -Scott).
Two .0005 variable condensers (Igranic, Cyldon

or Forrno).
One baseboard 251 in. by zol in. by
One .000t 5 or .0003 variable condenser (Igraine,

Bowyer -Lowe, or Keystone).
Two mounting bases for Xllos aerial and H.F.

transformer coils (Igranic or Rothermel).
Four valve holders (Millie, Lissen, Benjamin

or Rdferit.
Ore H.F. choke (Igranic, R.I. and Varley, Listen

or Wearite).
One R.G.C. coupling unit (Dubilier, Ediswan, or

Lissen).
One L.F. Transformer (Igranic Pacent Super

audio former, Listen, or Marconiphone).
One Volume control (o to i megohin, approx.)

(Igranic, Listen or Marconiphone).
Four filament rheostats or baseboard mounting

resistors, to suit valves used (Igranic, Lissen, or
Loriostats).

One switch (Igranic, Yealey-Rothermel, or
Lissen).

MOE

in the true sense of the word. We admit
we lack the skill of the .trained radio
engineer, but if a set is carefully built
there is no reason why it should not give
as good results in either range or volume
as a professionally constructed receiver of
the same type.

From the amateur's point of view, the
ideal set must be simple to build-without
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THE ALL -WAVE
A Special Receiver Designed by C. A.
Oldroyd incorporating the Essential Features
of the Famous Roberts Circuit which

provides Stable H.F. Amplification

straining the pocket -book too much --the
layout must be flexible, in case we wish to
use up some of our old material, and the
set must have a minimum number of
soldered joints; for many of our fraternity
who have not much experience prefer the
spanner to the soldering iron.

The writer aimed at such a design in the
set described here; he is quite aware that
he has by no means approached the ideal in
set building. Still, the " All -wave Four "
should appeal to novice and the more
experienced alike.

Selectivity
To increase both selectivity and

volume, when receiving distant
stations, an H.F. stage precedes the
detector; this is almost a standard
arrangement in four -valve sets
nowadays. The H.F. transformer
has a split primary for neutralisa-
tion. This system works very well
and has enjoyed great popularity
in America for some years. Our
cousins across the pond call it
the "Roberts " circuit, after
Dr. Roberts, who is said to have
developed this type of receiver.

The progress made in set con-
struction in less than three years
can be gauged by comparing the
early "Roberts" type of receiver
with the "All -wave Roberts Four"
described here. One must bear in
mind that the American set

As this Plan View shows, the Spacing of the Components is very generous

O

covered the broadcast
band only, while the "All -
wave Four" can receive
practically everything of
interest to the amateur,
from short-wave trans-
missions to wavelengths
well above the Daventry
range.

This flexibility is, to
a great extent, due to
the new Xllos coils and
H.F. transformers. The
designer of these coils
happy medium; they

......... 1111.111111 IMO

TS F U
This Set is the Subject of the Full-size
Working Blueprint which is Presented

Free with Every Copy of this issue of
" Amateur Wireless"

. = ...^ ........ e ... u ..........

Dr. Walter van 41. Roberts, who
developed the Circuit

has - struck a
are efficient and yet

tap of aerial
condenser is

bakelite casing; connections
can be speedily reversed, as
the contact pins are screwed
into bushes fitted inside the
container.

The layout of the set is
not as compact as it can be
made, but generous spacing
of components makes for
easy assembly and wiring-
a point which will not fail
to appeal.

Between aerial and centre -
coil a .000i-microfarad fixed
connected to give increased

be found better to connect the aerial direct to
the centre -tap (terminal A 2). The aerial cir-
cuit is tuned by a .0005 variable condenser.
In the, set described Igranic square -law
condensers were used throughout, but any
reliable make can be substituted if the
constructor happens to have some suitable
material at hand.

The centre -tapped aerial coil is -plugged
into a special mounting base; a second base
of this type is needed for the H.F. trans-
former. The casing of the latter contains
three windings : the primary, a balancing
winding connected to the primary, and the
secondary. The circuit diagram shows how

the primary is split into two sec -
BLUEPRINT
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The Wiring Diagram.-A Full-size Blueprint of this is Presented Free with this issue

possess the compactness and- interchange-
ability of our old friend the plug-in coil.
The windings are protected by a thin
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selectivity on the broadcast band (terminal
A I in the Blueprint). When receiving a
long -wave- station such as Daventry, it will

48. 0     

tions : the primary itself, marked
r, and the balancing or neutralising
winding, N. The free end of the
latter goes to one side of the
balancing condenser, the other side
of the balancing condenser is con-
nected to the grid of the H.F. valve.

The balancing condenser (Igranic
Micro condenser, baseboard -pattern)
has a fairly big voltage across it,
since on one side goes to earth
while the other is connected to
H.T. ± I. It is therefore advisable
to test the balancing condenser for
insulation, with a battery and a pair
of phones, before mounting it in
the set. .

The secondary of the H.F.
transformer is again tuned by
a .0005-microfarad variable

The H.F. End of the Receiver

mattur Wirele75.5

0000000133

condenser; reaction is controlled by a vari-
able condenser of either .00053 or .0003-
microfarad capacity. In the original set
the reaction condenser had the lower value,
yet a .0003-microfarad condenser may be
preferable, as the size of the reaction coil
can then be somewhat cut down.

COMPONENTS (Continued)
One .000i-microfarad fixed condenser (Igranic,

Dubilier; or Lissen).
One .0003-microfarad fixed condenser (Igranic,

Dubilier, or Listen).
One z-ntegohm grid leak (Igranizi, Dubilier, or

L issen),
Two mounting bases for fixed condensers (Igranic).
One 2-microfarad fixed condemner (T.C.C. or

Lissen).
Two i-microfarad fixed condensers (T.C.C. or

Lissen).
One split -primary H.F. transformer, B.B.C.

toJvelengths (Igranic or Rothermel).
One split -primary II.F. transformer, Daventry

range (Igraine or Rothermel).
One centre -tapped Xllos coil (No 1) broadcast

wavelengths (Igranic or Rothermel).
One centre -tapped Xllos coif (No 4) Daventry-

range (Igranic or Rotheimel).
Plug-in coils for reaction.
0 is neutralising condenser, Micro -condenser

I aseioard type (Igranic, Peto-Scott or McMichael).
Terminal strip and terminals (Igranic or Listen).
One baseboard -pattern coil mount for reaction

coil (Lissen).

...... ..... ...... ....... ........... ........

The reaction coil a is a plug-in coil
placed close to the H.F. transformer.

The first L.F. stage is resistance -capacity
coupled; for convenience a Cosmos unit
has been fitted. The choke in the anode
lead of the detector must be a good make
and have sufficient inductance if the set is
to give good results on the Daventry
Nvaveband.

This Rear View shows the Neat Arrangement of the Components
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The L.F. End of the Receiver

GREAT claims are made for the designs
of many receivers, and often quite cor-

rectly; but the question is : " Will the
amateur be able to bring his set to the
pitch of perfection of the model built and
adjusted by the designer ? "

After all, most of us are just amateurs,
1.1.1110.

COMPONENTS REQUIRED
One 26 in. by 8 in. panel (Becol, Redfern or

Pero -Scott).
Two .0005 variable condensers (Igranic, Cyldon

or Forrno).
One baseboard 251 in. by zol in. by
One .000t 5 or .0003 variable condenser (Igraine,

Bowyer -Lowe, or Keystone).
Two mounting bases for Xllos aerial and H.F.

transformer coils (Igranic or Rothermel).
Four valve holders (Millie, Lissen, Benjamin

or Rdferit.
Ore H.F. choke (Igranic, R.I. and Varley, Listen

or Wearite).
One R.G.C. coupling unit (Dubilier, Ediswan, or

Lissen).
One L.F. Transformer (Igranic Pacent Super

audio former, Listen, or Marconiphone).
One Volume control (o to i megohin, approx.)

(Igranic, Listen or Marconiphone).
Four filament rheostats or baseboard mounting

resistors, to suit valves used (Igranic, Lissen, or
Loriostats).

One switch (Igranic, Yealey-Rothermel, or
Lissen).

MOE

in the true sense of the word. We admit
we lack the skill of the .trained radio
engineer, but if a set is carefully built
there is no reason why it should not give
as good results in either range or volume
as a professionally constructed receiver of
the same type.

From the amateur's point of view, the
ideal set must be simple to build-without
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THE ALL -WAVE
A Special Receiver Designed by C. A.
Oldroyd incorporating the Essential Features
of the Famous Roberts Circuit which

provides Stable H.F. Amplification

straining the pocket -book too much --the
layout must be flexible, in case we wish to
use up some of our old material, and the
set must have a minimum number of
soldered joints; for many of our fraternity
who have not much experience prefer the
spanner to the soldering iron.

The writer aimed at such a design in the
set described here; he is quite aware that
he has by no means approached the ideal in
set building. Still, the " All -wave Four "
should appeal to novice and the more
experienced alike.

Selectivity
To increase both selectivity and

volume, when receiving distant
stations, an H.F. stage precedes the
detector; this is almost a standard
arrangement in four -valve sets
nowadays. The H.F. transformer
has a split primary for neutralisa-
tion. This system works very well
and has enjoyed great popularity
in America for some years. Our
cousins across the pond call it
the "Roberts " circuit, after
Dr. Roberts, who is said to have
developed this type of receiver.

The progress made in set con-
struction in less than three years
can be gauged by comparing the
early "Roberts" type of receiver
with the "All -wave Roberts Four"
described here. One must bear in
mind that the American set

As this Plan View shows, the Spacing of the Components is very generous

O

covered the broadcast
band only, while the "All -
wave Four" can receive
practically everything of
interest to the amateur,
from short-wave trans-
missions to wavelengths
well above the Daventry
range.

This flexibility is, to
a great extent, due to
the new Xllos coils and
H.F. transformers. The
designer of these coils
happy medium; they
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This Set is the Subject of the Full-size
Working Blueprint which is Presented

Free with Every Copy of this issue of
" Amateur Wireless"
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Dr. Walter van 41. Roberts, who
developed the Circuit

has - struck a
are efficient and yet

tap of aerial
condenser is

bakelite casing; connections
can be speedily reversed, as
the contact pins are screwed
into bushes fitted inside the
container.

The layout of the set is
not as compact as it can be
made, but generous spacing
of components makes for
easy assembly and wiring-
a point which will not fail
to appeal.

Between aerial and centre -
coil a .000i-microfarad fixed
connected to give increased

be found better to connect the aerial direct to
the centre -tap (terminal A 2). The aerial cir-
cuit is tuned by a .0005 variable condenser.
In the, set described Igranic square -law
condensers were used throughout, but any
reliable make can be substituted if the
constructor happens to have some suitable
material at hand.

The centre -tapped aerial coil is -plugged
into a special mounting base; a second base
of this type is needed for the H.F. trans-
former. The casing of the latter contains
three windings : the primary, a balancing
winding connected to the primary, and the
secondary. The circuit diagram shows how

the primary is split into two sec -
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The Wiring Diagram.-A Full-size Blueprint of this is Presented Free with this issue

possess the compactness and- interchange-
ability of our old friend the plug-in coil.
The windings are protected by a thin
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selectivity on the broadcast band (terminal
A I in the Blueprint). When receiving a
long -wave- station such as Daventry, it will

48. 0     

tions : the primary itself, marked
r, and the balancing or neutralising
winding, N. The free end of the
latter goes to one side of the
balancing condenser, the other side
of the balancing condenser is con-
nected to the grid of the H.F. valve.

The balancing condenser (Igranic
Micro condenser, baseboard -pattern)
has a fairly big voltage across it,
since on one side goes to earth
while the other is connected to
H.T. ± I. It is therefore advisable
to test the balancing condenser for
insulation, with a battery and a pair
of phones, before mounting it in
the set. .

The secondary of the H.F.
transformer is again tuned by
a .0005-microfarad variable

The H.F. End of the Receiver
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condenser; reaction is controlled by a vari-
able condenser of either .00053 or .0003-
microfarad capacity. In the original set
the reaction condenser had the lower value,
yet a .0003-microfarad condenser may be
preferable, as the size of the reaction coil
can then be somewhat cut down.

COMPONENTS (Continued)
One .000i-microfarad fixed condenser (Igranic,

Dubilier; or Lissen).
One .0003-microfarad fixed condenser (Igranic,

Dubilier, or Listen).
One z-ntegohm grid leak (Igranizi, Dubilier, or

L issen),
Two mounting bases for fixed condensers (Igranic).
One 2-microfarad fixed condemner (T.C.C. or

Lissen).
Two i-microfarad fixed condensers (T.C.C. or

Lissen).
One split -primary H.F. transformer, B.B.C.

toJvelengths (Igranic or Rothermel).
One split -primary II.F. transformer, Daventry

range (Igraine or Rothermel).
One centre -tapped Xllos coil (No 1) broadcast

wavelengths (Igranic or Rothermel).
One centre -tapped Xllos coif (No 4) Daventry-

range (Igranic or Rotheimel).
Plug-in coils for reaction.
0 is neutralising condenser, Micro -condenser

I aseioard type (Igranic, Peto-Scott or McMichael).
Terminal strip and terminals (Igranic or Listen).
One baseboard -pattern coil mount for reaction

coil (Lissen).

...... ..... ...... ....... ........... ........

The reaction coil a is a plug-in coil
placed close to the H.F. transformer.

The first L.F. stage is resistance -capacity
coupled; for convenience a Cosmos unit
has been fitted. The choke in the anode
lead of the detector must be a good make
and have sufficient inductance if the set is
to give good results on the Daventry
Nvaveband.

This Rear View shows the Neat Arrangement of the Components
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"THE ALL -WAVE ROBERTS FOUR"

The last L.F. stage is transformer -
coupled; an Igranic-Pacent Super -audio
former was fitted, and gave very good
results. To control the volume a variable
high resistance, having a range of o to r
megohm, is shunted over the secondary of
the transformer. The and 2-microfarad
fixed condensers shunted across the H.T.
battery should not be omitted if the high-
tension current is taken from a dry battery.

In the original set four panel mounted
rheostats were fitted to control the filament
current but it was found that they need not
be touched when once adjusted. To get a
" cleaner " panel layout, fixed or adjustable
resistors can be mounted on the baseboard.
Loriostats have always given satisfaction

/ler,/ conned*.
, tor broadcastrie

Al r
Aerra/ comoroboo
/or Doreotry now

Cents
top

2021

(Continued from preeedin page)

If a commercial bracket is preferred, the Igranic ad
justable angle brackets or Magnin aluminium brackets
can be used.

The general arrangement of the set is shown in the
photographs, which illustrate the
set in both plan and elevation.
The wiring diagram gives a
detailed dimensioned baseboard
layout. The width of the base-
board can be considerably cut
down if a Cosmos unit provided
with a valve -holder is used,
instead of the separate unit and
valve -holder.

To facilitate the coil connections, these
have been shown in the enlarged photo-
graph which shows the H.F. end of the

The Circuit Diagram

in the writer's hands; they are small, and
can be tucked away in a convenient corner
or any small space.

Vernier dials such as the Igranic Indi-
graph or National (Rothermel) are a great
convenience on a selective set; but, since
the knobs and dials supplied with the con-
densers are of generous dimensions, it is
quite possible to manage without a vernier
control.

The drilling plan of the panel is given by
the diagram; the holes for the fixing screws
of the variable condensers should be
marked off from the template supplied. If
baseboard resistors are used the holes
indicated for filament rheostats will not be
required.

Home-made wooden panel brackets hold
the, latter at right angles to the sub -panel.

6/1t:Chak

'LA NT.

GB a

Rd Gin,

r

kto

+X'

set, and also in the wiring diagram.
Aerial coil and H.F. transformer are held
in the special coil mounts supplied for Igranic

26"

The placing of the components forming
the L.P. side of the receiver is shOwn in the
other enlarged photograph, and the diinen-
sions of the terminal strip are given in the
diagram.

/!4 /4x_/7/ /7"4 - -

2"

J.1;

Details of Terminal -Strip
The wiring is straightforward and calls

for no particular comment. Glazite or
Junit wire will be found quite suitable to
make a good arid neat job.

Six -volt Cosmos valYes were used origin-
ally in this set, namely, .DE55 as H.P. and
first L.F. amplifier valves, a SP55 'II as

,57" -t-
64

/t,4
7.*

'
6

7-*
3

"

I

" 6!;/// a lempAile4+
374

/

)1+ 37:v a
Z#/%.

74-Y80 Y1'84,

Panel Drilling Diagram of the " All -wave Roberts Four "

Xllos coils; for the reaction coil a standard
baseboard -pattern coil mount is provided.

A Three-quarter Front View of the "All -Wave
Roberts Four"

;;

detector, and a SP55/R as the power valve.
Other standard valves --of similar type,
such as Cossor.: Mullard, B.T.H., Osram,
Marconi, Ed is wan O;-:Six-SiXt v, proved just
a; efficient, the six -volt valves scoring
slightly over the two -volt types.

On a standard P.M.G. aerial, and with
a good earth, the constructor will have no
difficulty in bringing in the majority of the
B.B.C. main stations and a large number of
Continental Ones. Tuning is fairly critical,
and will be found sufficiently sharp to
separate adjacent stations.

The Xllos Coils and H.F. transformers
used in this set,have a comparatively -small
field, so that screening could be dispensed

(Concluded on page 632)
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RULES.-Please write distinctly and keep to the point. We reply promptly by post. Please give all necessary details: Ask one
question at a time to ensure a prompt reply, and please put sketches, layouts, diagrams, etc: on separate sheets containing your name

and address: See announcement below:

The "Simpler Wireless" Special Three.
Q.-In the article in " Amateur Wireless,"

No. 279, describing the construction of the
" Simpler Wireless ' Special Three, it is stated
that the value of the anode resistance will vary for
best results in different cases. What, exactly,
determines the best value?-P. T. (Brighton.)

A. The best value to use depends upon the
impedance of the centre valve and upon the
amount of grid bias required by the last valve.
For a given valve in the last stage the higher
the impedance of the centre valve the greater
should be the anode resistance and vice versa.
For a given valve in the centre position the
more grid bias required by the last valve the
higher should be the anode resistance and vice
versa. In practice, if best results are obtained
with the grid of the last valve made as positive
as possible by  means of the appropriate
potentiometer, a lower value anode resistance
should be tried. If the set works best with the
potentiometer set to make the last grid as
negative as possible, a higher value anode
resistance would probably be an improvement.
-J. F. J.
Neutralising.

Q. --What is the simplest way to convert an
unneutralised tuned -anode H.F. stage to incor-
porate some method of neutralising ?-G. B. L.
(E.5.)

A.-Possibly the simplest way, and cer-
tainly one of the best ways, would be to
replace the present anode coil by another coil
having the same number of turns, but a tap-
ping at fhe electrical centre of the coil (such
a coil being known as a " centre -tapped " coil).
Take the H.T. positive lead which at present
goes to the end of the tuned -anode coil farther
from the plate of the H.F. valve to the eentre
tapping on the new coil and connect the free .
end of the coil to the grid of the H.F. valve
through a suitable neutralising condenser.
-G. N.
Advantages of Counterpoise.

Q.-A counterpoise aerial is stated to be much
snore efficient than a connection to the ground.
What are the chief advantages of a counterpoise
as compared with those of the usual earth
connection ?-D. C. S. (Bradford).

A.-For one thing a low resistance is a very
desirable feature throughout the aerial system
and, however much care may be taken, in the
case of an ordinary earth connection, by far
the greatest proportion of the aerial circuit
resistance will be there. A counterpoise, by
enabling the whole aerial circuit to be con-
tinuously metallic, considerably decreases the
resistance of the circuit. Apart from this, a
counterpoise!if correctly erected, acts as an
efficient " earth screen ' and eliminates losses
due to the unequal conductivity of the ground
immediately below the aerial. Quite apart
from the advantages of increased efficiency
already mentioned, a counterpoise often pro-
vides the only practicable remedy in cases of
interference by electric machinery, etc., when
such interference is due to earth currents.

Grid Bias.
Q.-As grid bias is now almost invariably

used in the case of L.F. valves, how is it that it

is never employed on the H.F. side ? H.F. and
L.F. valves work in exactly the same way-the
difference is only in the frequencies with which
they have to deal.-N. G. (Glasgow).

A.-In the H.F. stages valves are employed
which have much higher amplification factors
than ordinary L.F. valves. Generally speaking,
the higher the amplification factor of a valve
the less grid bias it will require. In the case
of practically all H.F. valves, a very little grid
bias is quite sufficient, and this may be applied
by putting the filament rheostat or fixed
resistor on the negative side of the filament,
thus obviating the necessity for a special grid
bias battery.-N. F.

When Asking
Technical Queries-

PLEASE write briefly
and to the point

A Fee of One Shilling (postal order or
postage stamps) must accompany each
question and also a stamped, addressed
envelope and the coupon which will be
found on the last page.
Rough sketches and circuit diagrams can
be provided, but it will be necessary to
charge a special fee (which will be
quoted upon request) for detail layouts
and designs.

Aerial Insulation.
Q.-Is it really of any advantage to use more

than one insula'or at each end of an aerial wire ?

El

Listener -in (during temporary breakdown) :
I wonder what's wrong now, Ma ?

His Ma : Perhaps they've cut the supply
off because you haven't paid your- licence.

I have seen aerials with two or three insulators
connected in series at each end, but it does not
seem likely that the signal currents could break
down the insulation of a single insulator.-
R. V. D. (Lewes).

A.-Certainly a single good insulator pro-
vides enough insulation for a receiving aerial,
but it must be remembered that the insulator
also forms the dielectric of a condenser which
is virtually connected between aerial and earth.
The object of using several insulators in series
at each end of the aerial is to reduce the
leakage through capacity. Especially is it
advantageous to do this at the free end of the
aerial. --G. N.

Filter Circuit.
Q.-I wish to connect up my loud -speaker to

my set through a filter circuit so that the current
from the H,T. battery does not flow through the
loud -speaker windings. Of what does the filter
circuit consist?-O. S. N. (Grimsby).

A.-All that is required is an L.F. choke coil
and a large condenser of, say, I microfarad or
more capacity. Connect the choke coil across
the loud -speaker terminals of the set and then
connect the loud -speaker across the choke coil
with the condenser in series with one of the
leads to the loud-speaker.-N. F.

Signals without H.T.
Q.-I have a two -valve set and find that whes,

I pull out the plug .from the H.T. battery signaL
do not cease right away, but become weaker and
tape an appreciable time to fade away. Why is
this?-B. M. (Hounslow).

A.-Doubtless you have, in your set, a large -
capacity fixed condenser across the H.T.
terminals. The purpose of this condenser is
partly to act as a reservoir and smooth out any
inequalities in the H.T. supply. The effect
you mention is excellent testimony to the fact
that the condenser is well up to its work.
Sufficient energy is being stored in the con-
denser to allow the set to work for some little
time after the H.T. battery has been discon
netted.-G. N.

Interference from Railway.
Q.-Al present I an: using a crystal set and

experience no interference from an electric rail-
way which runs close behind my house. I am
now thinking of going in for a set with three or
four valves, but my friends tell me that if I do so
I will not be able to hear anything for interfer-
ence from the railway. What do you think
about it?-F. J. N. (Manchester).

A.-It is true that in some cases interference
from an electric railway is so severe as seriously
to mar wireless reception. Occasionally, too,
this type of interference is so persistent that
nothing seems able to cure the trouble. While
we could not, therefore, guarantee you freedom
from interference we can assure you that such
cases as we have mentioned are few and far
between. What we advise you to do before buy-
ing or building a set is to get a friend with a
valve set to try it out at your house. If at first
some interference is experienced it may prove
possible to eliminate it by using a counter-
poise instead of a direct connection to earth.-
G N
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TO THE)
BATTERY CHARGING

PROBLEM

Philips Battery Charger Type No. 1009
ensures accumulators being maintained at
full capacity from the electric light mains.
There is no complicated mechanism. A
small control in the output lead enables
either H.T. or L.T. accumulators to be
charged.

The Unit is quite simple to use, reliable
and no fear of overcharging with the con-
sequent damage to the plates. Philips
Battery Charger Type No. 1009 is supplied
for any voltages from too to 260.

See Stand No. 24 at the
Manchester Radio Exhibition.

pMILIpS
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AS far as grid bias to the -grids is con-
cerned this is also an easy matter and

the usual battery can be dispensed with.
Referring once more to Fig. i8 (No. 279) it
will be noticed that three resistances Rs,

and 1.6, have been inserted between the
valves in the filament circuit. Now there is
a constant fall of potential along the whole
of this circuit from the positive main
terminal to the negative, consequently J1
is at a negative potential with regard to A,
and so on for Rs and ac. Thus joining -the
grid of v, to any point on rta will auto-
matically give it a negative voltage with
reference to its own filament,
the value of this voltage depend-
ing upon the resistance value
and current flow, and similarly
for the other valves.

It often happens that these
resistances can be dispensed
with and the grid connection
taken to the adjacent valve fila-
ment leg, or, for intermediate
voltages, tappings can be made
on to the adjacent filament rheo-
stats. The enunciated details
thus provide ample evidence
that any form of regulation is
possible with the series working
of valves, so we can now proceed
to discuss the arrangements for
joining up the required circuits.

When dealing with H.T. smoothing
devices we saw that it was necessary to
include chokes and condensers as shown in
Figs. ro and .12 but experiment
has shown that some mains in
addition to the normal fluctua-
tions carry high -frequency cur-
rents. To suppress these, H.F.
chokes need to he included in
the smoothing circuit, this being
particularly the case where the
valve filaments are fed from the
house supply. On the ordinary
broadcast wavelengths two No.
75 coils will probably suffice,
but on the longer wavelengths
these must be exchanged for
No. 200 or 25o coils-one in
each main. Added to this it will.
be a wise precaution to insert
fuses at the main's input termi-
nals so that if short circuits
do happen to take place then the apparatus
will be protected.

If it is decided to incorporate lamp resist-
ances to cut down or split up the Voltages
for the complete unit then a fairly straight-
forward arrangement for, say, a three -valve
circuit is depicted in Fig. 19. Care must be
taken to ensure that the 'electric lamps
will allow the desired current to pass
both for H.T. and L.T. and the inclusion
of an extra variable resistance will repay
the extra cost involved, it being remem-
bered that this resistance must carry the
current required for a considerable period
without overheating.

It will be noticed that in the circuit
shown, about r6o volts is given- to the last

actually

V
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MAINS
O': KING

The Sixth Article on Coupling the
Receiver to the Mains

By H. J. BARTON CHAPPLE
Wh.Sc., B.Sc. (Hons.),

Instruments are essential for Mains Working

valve and about So volts to the first two
valves with 240 -volt mains. If lower
voltages arc desired more lamps can- be
inserted in series with the three shown.
As, far as grid bias is concerned the

40#

+4 +8

d

tom
44.

+12
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intermediary resistances are employed in
the manner shown in Fig. i8, intermediate
voltages can be secured.

The iron -core choke for the filament
circuit can be similar to those used for the
H.T. side, provided it carries the filament
current: Minor modifications of the scheme
shown are of course possible but to get
the best out of the whole arrangement
it is advisable to use an ammeter of low
resistance or a voltmeter of very high
resistance (or both if at all possible) in
order to make the adjustments accurately
and not overrun the valves.

Coming to the question of
maintenance costs, for a system
such as this actual figures are
somewhat misleading owing to
the variety of charges made by
different electricity supply com-
panies, and the current consump-
tion of the valves employed. An
imaginary case will be taken,
however, so as to indicate -the
simple calculations which must
be made. Let us assume that
the filament circuit takes .25
amperes such as would be
approximately given by a 6o -
watt metal -filament lamp and a
5o c.p. carbon filament lamp in

Series, minor adjustments being made on
the resistance. On the H.T. side it would
be possible to arrange three 25 c.p, carbon -
filament lamps in series, so that the current
consumption is about too milliamps.

This gives a total of .35 am-
peres taken from the supply
mains at 240 volts, that is, 84
watts, or reckoned in Board of
Trade units, about one twelfth
of a unit. At 4d. a unit this
gives three hours running for a
id. but with many companies
the charge is made by allotting
a fixed charge plus a rd. a unit
for all power consumed. This
would give twelve hours running
for rd. which is clearly a very eco-
nomical arrangement and worthy
of the attention of all readers.

Under certain circumstances,
Lamps

Fig. 19.--A Thrze-vai,.e Mains Circuit

requisite secondary connection of the L.F.
transformer is joined to the filament leg
marked +4 (assuming 4 volts for each valve)
thus giving a bias of 4 volts as far as the
filament of the last valve is concerned.
It may be found necessary to increase this
value and this is effected by joining to the
point marked o ; or in -hen rheostats or

To Moments
L. T -

Tappings
+

+3 +2 +1
+Hof.; main-

20.--Method-of Tapping for H.T.

RPC
ono -
fuse

gx

240

Fuse

however, there is a more eco-
nomical arrangement than the one
described where we saw that

separate smoothing circuits with their
associated resistances are used for the
high-tension and low-tension supplies re-
spectively. Since the current required for
the filaments is in excess of that required
for the plate circuit, it should be possible
to arrange for the resistance in series with
the filament to be tapped at appropriate
points in order to furnish the H.T. poten-
tials. In any ordinary receiver the accumu-
1 ator and H.T. battery are in series or
joined together at one common point, and
it is only considerations of convenience
and cost that necessitate two different
types of supply for the necessary power.
With the mains, however, such questions of

(Continued on page 6'38)
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-the highestdegree of
quality-
You do not know how
trouble -free reception
can be until you use
WAT3IEL components.
For neatness, finish
and the ability to
stand up to the job
you cannot do better
than fit WATMEL c -

ponent s throughout.

WATMEL
IMPERIAL

EARTHING CLIP
Fitted in a minute, fits
any size pipe, requires
no soldering and
ensures perfect 4 d
contact. Price t)

WATMEL
IMPERIAL
H.F. CHOKE
A noted wireless expert
writes : "The WATMEL H.F.
Choke takes up very little
space on the baseboard and
is very efficient on both the
long and short waves."
When an expert's opinion
is this, you need look no
further for your H.F. Choke
-it is the WATMEL
and its reduced
price is : : :

WATMEL
AUTO -CHOKE
There is a mile of wire
wound a special way in the
WATMEL Auto Choke. That
is the secret of its giving
Transformer volume with
the purity always associated
with this improved

Coupling. Price 18/6Auto -Choke

WATMEL
FIXED METALINEGRID LEAK
The most efficient Grid Leak
obtainable. Atmospheric
conditions cannot affect the
resistance elements because
the case which contains them
is absolutely airtight. All
values, .5 to 5 meg- 1I /-ohms. Price

PONENTk
From your dealer or direct from :
THE WATMEL WIRELESS CO., LTD.,

Imperial Works, High Street, EDGWARE.
Lanes., Yorks., and Cliesire Representative

Mr. J. B. LEVEE, 23, Hartley Street,
Levenshulme, Manchester.
Teletlioile: 47.3 Heat,. -r

EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL8 dB C
your qtfarantre

CONDENSERS

LOW
LOSSES

because .the minimum of insula-
tion which is employed is outside
the electrostatic field. Famous
short-wave workers realize the
numerous benefits obtained with
the "GECoPHONE" Condenser
-great distance, no body effects,
precise tuning, smoother oscilla-
tion- and use "GECoPHONE"
for essential delicate control.

Square Law Type Straight Line
0001 - 17/6 -0003 - 17/6 Frequency Type
.0002 - 17/6 -0005 - 19/6 .0003 - 19;-
00025 - 17;6 -001 - 27;6 .0005 - 221 -

GECoPHONE
1116,

LOW LOSS EpSLOW *to -nom
CONDENSERS

MADE IN ENGLAND

Ads;. d The General Electric Co., House, Kingszvgy , Lmion W.C.
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RADIOGRAMS

IL _La AL 1 1/140.A.

ON Sunday, October 3o, at 6 p.m., a
further attempt will be made to

relay 2FC- Sydney (Australia) by all B.B.C.
Stations.

The Civil Service Choir are issuing (post
free 6d.) a special souvenir programme of
the concert they are giving at the Central
Hall, Westminster, on November 2, and
which 2L0 is relaying. The programme
includes Honegger's King David, overture
to Don Giovanni (Mozart) and Granville
f3antock's Sappho Songs. The choir will
be assisted by the Wireless Symphony
Orchestra. The soloists include Elsie
Suddary, Dorothy D'Arsay, Leonard Qow-
ings and A. Hibbard, all of whom are known
to listeners.

The Ku Klux Klan now owns and
operates its own broadcasting station,
WIFE at Washington, D.C. It is a fifty
-watt station and its programmes, which are
controlled by the "Fellowship Forum," the
Ku Klux Klan weekly, are transmitted on
204 metres.

When forced down at sea an aeroplane
is unable to send out distress signals because
its trailing aerial is rendered useless.
Engineers of the U.S. Naval Bureau have
now devised a kite which will hoist the
aerial in such cases of emergency. It is
proposed to make it standard equipment
on all IT .S. naval planes making long-distance
flights.

On the occasion of the meeting of the
Seven Seas Club at Anderton's HOtel,
London, on October 28, sea shanties sung
by the members will be relayed to 2L0 and
5XX.

The second half of the West -Ham a.
Cardiff City match on November 12 will be
broadcast from 2L0.

On November 8, listeners to 5GB are to
hear the first broadcast performance of
The Seal Woman, a Gaelic folk opera in
two Acts by Margaret Kennedy Fraser and
Granville Bantock. The caste will be the
one which appeared at the first production
of this opera at the Repertory Theatre,
Birmingham, in 1024.

In connection with the Middlesex Hospital
33rd Annual Smoking Concert, a broadcast
of Lord Jellicoe's speech and an entertain-
ment by various stars will be relayed from
the Queen's Hall, London, on November 18.

The Bournemouth station will devote its
evening programme on November 5 to
The Blind Beggars, a comic opera by Offen-
bach, and a performance of Rhodes's

,A1111

Bombotcs Farioso, a famous burlesque
first produced at the Theatre Royal,
Haymarket, in 181o.

DO YOU KNOW?

1. Which is the " C " battery of a valve
set ?

2. How many fundamental vibration
frequencies a properly cut quartz
crystal possesses?

3. What is another name for E.M.F. ?

4. Which is Porto Rico's broadcasting
station?

Puzzle your friends with these queries: the answers
,C11 be given in nett week's issue of "A.W."

Answers.to Last Week's Queries : (i) Mangan-
ese peroxide. (z) To control the wavelength of the
transmitter. (3) Mr. Cerald Marcn,ro. (.4) A three -
electrode valve, "auction being a common American

I term.

1

Mabel Constanduros, Grace Ivell, ant
Vivienne Worth will contribute to a variety
programme which John Henry will compere
at the Newcastle studio on November 3.

A short play entitled Riders to -the Sea
by the Irish dramatist J. M. Synge, will be
broadcast from 5GB on November 1.

The Elgin National Watch Company
( -U.S.A.), which possesses its own
observatory, has recently erected a short-
wave wireless transmitter to be utilised
mainly for the broadcast of accurate time
signals. It operates on 33.5 metres, the
call sign being WBNT.

In order to raise fun& for its broadcast-
ing service, Radio Berne, on the occasion of
a fete to be given on November 19 at the
Schanzli Kursaal in that city, will allow
visitors to broadcast throngh the micro-

phone private messages to their friends and ,
relatives abroad. The "radiograms" are
limited -to fifteen words, including name
and address, the fee being five Swiss francs.
Listeners to the Berne station between
to and II p.m, on that date may pick up
communications of personal interest to
them.

The high -power station under construc-
tion at Laibach (Jugo-Slavia), according
to reports from Belgrade, will be formally
opened at Easter, 1928.

Express passenger trains on the Moscow -
Minsk (Russia) main line have now been
equipped with both wireless telephOny
transmitting and receiving apparatus. The
service is at the disposal of railway staff
and passengers.

The new 5 -kilowatt Dutch broadcasting
transmitter, erected at Huizen (Zuider Zee),
was formally opened by the Netherlands
Minister of Transport and Waterways on
October 22 last. In order to avoid inter-
ference it. will transmit on two wavelengths,
namely, on 1,84o metres until 7 p.m. and
on 1,95o metres after that hour. The broad-
casts are taken alternatively from a Hil-
versum studio and a new one recently
opened at Athsterdam. The advent of the
new transmitter will not affect the older
established Hilversum (ANRO) service, tc
which station, according to a Dutch repOrt,
the PCJ J short-wave transmitter is to be
transferred from Eindhoven. For the pur-
pose of effecting this change, it is stated
that the experimental station will suspend
its transmissions for some four to six
-weeks.

During the Radio Exhibition at Paris,
concerts will be relayed to the PTT (Paris)
and Eiffel Tower transmitters.

As a result of recent negotiations, a
decision has been taken to exchange broad-
cast programmes between Warsaw, Prague,
and Vienna. The German authorities
having decided to join this group with a
view to an interchange of entertainments,
it is expected that the Leipzig studio will
shortly be associated with one of these
S.B. transmissions.

Why not place a regular order for " Amateur
Wireless " by filling up this Order Form

ORDER
FORM

To czcsag,-nt)

supply me every :seek, until further notice,
"Amateur !Tireless" published by Bernard

Tones Publications Ltd.

(Signed)
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Constructor's Kit, containing principal components for building a
Seven Valve Set, Lop. Three Transformers, One Filter, and fixed
Condenser, £4. Interchangeable Oscillator Couplers: 250-55o

metres, Lt 550-2000 metres Li. Base for same, 45.
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Super-Hei
eomponentsa

THE
"WITITELINE"!

VALVE
HOLDER

2/3

WRITE TODAY
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The world-wide success of
BOWYER-LOWE Super -Het
Components and Receivers
has not been due to chance.
BOWYER - LOWE were
Super -Het pioneers. Long
before other manufacturers
had begun to think of Super -
het production, BOWYER-
LOWE designers were at
work. Laboratory research
was followed by elaborate and
exhaustive testing and no
component was introduced
until it had satisfied the
high standards of BOWYER-
LOWE performance.

'POPULAR"
CONDENSER

'0003 .. 101-
'0005 .. 100

FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF OUR PRODUCTIONS

owyereoLowe
BOWYER-LOWE CO., LTD., LETCHWORTH

A BOOK THAT
EVERY EXPERIMENTER SHOULD HAVE:

"THE BOWYER-LOWE STANDARD 7- & 8 -Value SUPER-RETERODYNE"!
How to Build and Operate By A. E. BOWYER-LOWE
Price Zs. Send your remittance for a copy to -day.
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The 13e#ect clitainent
The OSRAM Valve Filament is of
entirely new construction and design.

05RAm
D.E..P. 215.

FILAMENT =111.

FILAMENT'
WIRES

MADE IN ENGLAND

I. It is Strong.
It embodies a core of
tungsten, one of the
toughest metals known.

2. It has enormous
electron emission.
Specially selected ma-
terials giving extraordin-
ary high electron emission
at very low temperatures
are chemically combined
to this core. The operat-
ing temperature is so low
that the filament cannot
be seen glowing.

3. It is long.
The filament length is
greater than in any other
valve of equivalent class,
ensuring the best operat-
ing characteristics,

4. It is
anti-microphonic.
The nature of its construc-
tion requires no spring
suspension-spring sus-
ension being always an

undesirable feature. This
provides freedom from
microphonic noise
troubles.

VALVES WITH THE NEW OSRAM FILAMENT FOR H.F.. DET. and L.F. STAGES

I 2 -volt
OSRAM

DEL 210
I 4 -volt 6 -volt 1

DEL 410 DEL 610 Price 10/6 each

Made at the factory with the greatest experience in
valve manufacture in the British Empire.
Manufactured from raw material to finished product
by the same British organisation.

:Ida. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Mag)!et House, Eingsxoy, London, TE.C.s

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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Those Curves "
(Continued from page 616)

frequency portion of the scale taking up
its proper proportion. Two hundred and
fifty-six cycles actually occur in the middle
of the scale showing that we are duplicating
the real effect.

A Log Scale
The disadvantage of this arrangement is

that it is difficult to estimate other fre-
quencies than those specified. Yet this
scale in which the frequency doubles itself
at each division is a particular form of
logarithmic scale and we can actually
plot the curve against frequency in the
ordinary manner if we use what appears
to be a distorted scale.- In others words,
the actual distance Measured along the
axis is not proportional to the frequency
itself, but to the logarithm of the frequency
and in such cases we obtain an exactly
similar curve to that shoWn in Fig. 2 with
the advantage that we -are able to read off
the amplifiCation at any frequency we desire,
Fig. 3 shows such a curve; and it will be
;een to correspond exactly to that as shown
in Fig. 2. Such a curve has a real true
musical value and shows up the defects of
the transformer far better than an ordinary
curve.

This question of the uneven frequency
scale has been in vogue for some time now.
The Ferranti transformer, for example, was
advertised - with a' curve of this nature

630

over two years ago, and the value of loga-
rithmic, scale for frequencies is becoming
appreciated. There is another form of
scale, however, relating this time to the
amplification. One normally assumes that
whatever scale is used for the frequency,
the actual voltage amplification obtained
on the combination of valve and trans-
former will give a satisfactory indication
of its performance. Yet on reflection this
is not found to be the case.

Amplification and Sound
Everything depends upon the human ear.

If the ear were a very sensitive arrangement
and could respond accurately to small
differences in strength, then an actual
scale of voltage amplification would be
suitable. As a matter of fact, however, the
ear tends to allow for considerable variation
in strength. A -variation in intensity of
less than to per cent. cannot be -detected by
the most accurate car even with a rapid
change. If two notes of the same pitch,
but to per cent. different in intensity, are
switched on one after the other no differ-
ence can be detected. As the difference in
the intensity increases so sensitive ears
can determine some difference, but a varia-
tion of as much as 5o per cent. can be
tolerated even by a critical ear.

Now referring to the curves which have
already been drawn it will be seen that at
500 cycles the actual amplification is abOut
to per cent, less than the maximum, and
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at 250 cycles it is about 50 per cent. Does
this necessarily mean that we are going to
notice 5o per cent, difference in the low
tones? As a matter of fact we are not, and
the ear will only appreciate a very small
falling -off at 25o cycles due to this appar-
ently large discrepancy.

Various experiments which have been
carried out by numerous research engineers
have shown that we get a better indication
of the sensation of sound by plotting the
voltage amplification on a logarithmic
basis again. In other words, the difference
in apparent intensity of two sounds is
proportional to the ratio of the sounds and
not to their difference. In consequence if
we plot the amplification against the
logarithmic scale as well as the differences
between, the different portions of the curve
will not be so marked, but we can obtain a
better indication of what the music would
actually sound like when amplified by the
particular combination of transformer and
valve under test. The Fig. r curve has
b?en plotted again in Fig. 4 with both
frequency and amplification to a logarith-
mic scale. This shows the transformer as
tolerably good over a -range of which is a
fair representation of its performance -

average practice.
Thus it will be clear that floe use of these

apparently distorted scales really tends to
give a better indication of what is happen-
ing than would be obtained by the use of
plain straightforward scales.

Have you tried this
new Lewcos Coil ?

Registered Ti a

The rani.;e cf LEWCOS Centre Tapped Coils-already popu-
lar among experienced constructors for their high efficiency
----has now been comp'eted. Wound with Litz wire, they
give greatest selectiv.ty at a modera'.e price. ' All coils are
:clentical in external measurement. Obtainable from radio
dealers everywhere.

Lewcos Centre Tapped Coils (Protected type).
----

Lewcos X'Cods
(Du',I8 tIpped

Coil No. 251

73
100

3)
90

il

40

120
283

8,j

50

15.
316

4..2

1 00

I 1.8-8-

I- 391

:-.--

79

231

500

(80

1 100 125 150

565

1180

10.1. -

I 200

W ;
. 1410.

10-60 !

300 .01r
188

_

,...9.01)

59510002 .fd
00025 Infd.

297

652

I 885

498

I_995
.1 1310

042

2005

-

391

-555
1410

.0055 mfd. i960_._

7,'Price 3'6 33 4/9

The LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE Co. & SMITHS Ltd.
Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, London, E.C.I.

NTRE TAPPED
(Protected Type) COIL

Pettent No.27/384
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0005 AND 0003 VARIABLE
CONDENSERS

ILE. TRANSFORMER

" NONMIC " VALVE
HOLDER

H.F. CHOKE

"G" TYPE
L.F. TRANSFORMER

VOLUME CONTROL

The
IGRANIC
Components

for the
ALL -WAVE

FOUR
Write for a copy of the booklet entitled
" Igranic Radio Devices " which
describes these and all the recent

IGRANIC developments.

Address your communication to :
Dept. D.67

IGRANIC ELECTRIC O° LT
149, Queen Victoria Street,

LONDON, E.C.4

Works BEDFORD

Branches:
Birmingham Leeds
Bristol Glasgow
Cardiff Manchester

Newcastle

aAvi,AA/AiAAA;aib,k,tAAAAAAA\I'VV\AA f\AA/N

Please Mention "A.W." when Corresponding with Advertisers

FILAMENT RHEOSTAT

RADIO SWITCH

FIXED CONDENSER, GRID
LEAK AND MOUNTING

BASE

CENTRE TAPPED
"XLLOS" COIL

MICRO CONDENSER
BASEBOARD 'FYPE

AUXILIARY RHEOSTAT
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" The All -wave Roberts Four "
(Con -tinned from page 622)

with. For the same reason, no trouble is
likely to be experienced through direct
pick-up when using the receiver close to a
station.

After the set had been carefully neu-
tralised, the setting of the neutralising con-
denser was found to kold good for both
broadcast and Daventry ranges; no adjust-
ments had to be made when changing over
from one waveband to another.

At a distance of over 150 miles from
Daventry the volume given by the set,
even during the daytime, was such that
reaction could be  dispensed with alto-
gether ; later in the evening Radio -Paris
came in with good voluMe.

In a later article full particulars will be
given for the construction of a plug-in
unit which enables the amateur to change
the "All -wave Roberts Four" into a short-
wave set suitable for the reception of
America and other short-wave transmis-
sions. This addition does not in any wav
call for alterations in either wiring or
layou t.

A New Company
THE business of Eric J. Lever has been

turned into a private limited company,
which will be known as Eric J. Lever
(Trix), Limited. The offices and show -

632

room are situated at 33, Clerkenwell Green,
London, E.C.t, and the factory is at Lyre
St. Hill, Clerkenwell.

The objects of the company are to take
over and develop the business of manu-
facturers of and dealers in wireless appara-
tus, including the well-known " Trix
products, which has been carried on for
many years by Eric J. Lever at the above
addreSs.

The " Victory Three "
riOMI3INING great volume with good

all-round loud -speaker reproduction,
the "Victory Three" incorporates a
modified Rein art z circuit. This is repro-

niFenake. eCS->x,,t
Avl

Circuit Diagram of "Victory Three "

duce( here, and in its practical interpre-
tation, the AMATEUR WIRELESS technical
staff have produced 'a receiver which,
judging from readers' reports, is- an un-
- qualified success:.

OCTOBER 29: 1927

Fortunately, there is available a full-
size .blueprint, price is., from this office;
and this, together with a copy of AMATEUR
WIRELESS, No. 251, in which a full detailed
description appears, should enable con-
structors to duplicate this successful
receiver with the certainty of good results.

CHIEF EVENTS OF THE
WEEK

LONDON AND DAVENTRY (8XXI
Oct. 3o Symphony concert to celebrate the fiftieth

season of the People's Concert Society.
Old Heidelberg, a- play by Wilhelm Meyer -

Forster.
Nov. i English comic opera programme.

2 King David (Honegger).
3 Variety programme.
4 Symphony concert. - Bridge hand.
5 Military band concert.

DAVENTRY (SGB)
Oct. 3o Religious service relayed from a ward at the

General Hospital (from Birmingham).
3 t A military band concert.

Nov. i Riders to the Sea, a play by J. M. Synge.
2 The Way of an Eagle, an arrangement of the

popular play by Ethel M. Dell.
3 The Blue Peter, a comic opera in one act by

A. P. Herbert.
5 A Scots programme.

BOURNEMOUTH
Oct. 31 Hallowe'en, a programme in three phases.
Nov. 2 A concert by the Municipal Orchestra, con-

ducted by Sir Dan Godfrey.
Bombastes.Furioso, a burlesque tragic opera in

one act.
CARDIFF

Oct. 3r Hallow.e'en, an orchestral and vocal concert.
Nov. 2 A Breath of Fresh Air, a play in one act.

3 In "Lotus Land," an orchestral and vocal pro-
granime.

MANCHESTER
Nov. x Special concert on behalf of the Mancheste-

stations's Wireless for the Blind.
2 Manchester Evening Chronicle programme.
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cif of get

the WaVo Ensure
fetter-Reception;
Greater Volume

Neer crone
is b9 Wing

HART
BATTERIES

FOR ALL WIRELESS CIRCUITS
There are sizes and types suitable for every kind of

Valve Receiver.
Write Dept. "A.W." to.day for price list and FREE
illustrated Booklet of interest to all wireless users.

We are exhibiting at the Manchester Radio Exhibition
STAND No. 46

HART ACCUNItil A TOR CO. I I O., S It [FORD. LONDON. E.15.
BIRMINGHAM 163 Edmund Street. BRISTOL: 37 Victoria Street.
CARDIFF: 50 Charles Street. GLASGOW : 107 Wellington Street.
MANCHESTER 88 Chapel Street. WESTMINSTER: 36 Victoria

Street, S.W.1. YORK: 6 Bridge Street.
CV,

Complete
with two
coils but.
without
valves.
Marconi
Royalty

extra

Brownie 2 -Val ! Remember the name. Amazing loud-
speaker clarity within 3o-35 miles main B.B.C. Statiohsor tzo
miles Daventry. Brownie's greatest achievement. See and
liter it at your local radio retailers.

E
21/ALVER

BROWNIE WIRELESS COMPANY (G.B.) Ltd.
NELSON ST. WORKS, MORNINGTON CRESCENT, LONDON, N.W.1
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Use "RED TRIANGLE"
GUARANTEED EBONITE

Specified for this week's " A.W." Sets

14 x 7 X ... 6/3
.2') 8 ... 1 3 '-
Drilled free for the Economy Three and Roberts Four

Any size panel, polished one side,
matt one side, cut dead square, and
sent by return ... id. per sq. in.

INSIST ON
KEYSTONE
COMPONENTS

"Copied by many-equalled by none"
Keystone Neutralising Condenser
Used in all the popular
circuits this season. De-
signed by experts. Suit-
able for all types of valves.
Low minimum capacity.
The wide spacing
of the vanes
renders accidental
"shorting" impos-
sible. Very well
made from best
quality material
and beautifully
finished.
Board mounting, 5/.
Panel mounting, 6/3

KEYSTONE
H.F.CHOKE
A unique fonts
of low capacity
winding gives
this choke n
extremely highefficiency.
Range, - 300
2,000 NI. High-
ly recommend-
ed for split cod

circuits.
Price

6/6
COPEX 6 -PIN BASE

Standard spacing with
terminals arranged for
easy accessibility. For
use where the standard
6 -pin coils are utilised
without the actual
screen. Price 2/9

KITS FOR THE
COSSOR

"Melody Maker
Red Triangle Panel Polished and

matt back 2 r ); 7 z (Drilled Free) 9, 6
Red Triangle Terminal Strip,

2.1;:xl.:1 (Drilled Free) .. .. 2,3
Engraved .2/r extra

4" >; 7" Pertinax Tube .. 2/9
a Reels wire for winding Green Silk 3/6
Complete Coils ready wound .. 7, 6
Polished Oak Cabinet as specified 30: -
Base board .. .. . 2: -

We supply all the
parts from stock

C Send for illustrated Catalogue
d 'A' describing - these ant

many other components.

PETO - SCOTT CO., LTD.
77, City Road :: London, E.C.1
Branches t-LONDON-62, High Holborn,W .C.1

LIVERPOOL -4, Manchester Street
P.S.9764

enjammStandard
The Benjamin Standard is known throughout the
Radio trade. It stands for a greater efficiency, a far
higher degree of excellence and an unequalled value.
Every component that is stamped with the name of
" Benjamin" is the very best of its class.

THE BENJAMIN RHEOSTAT
has its windings protected inside the dial. Three
windings -5, 15 and 30 ohms. Price 2/9.

THE BENJAMIN IMPROVED
EARTHING DEVICE.

Twelve feet of one inch copper in 111" X 14"
giving 288 sq. in. of surface area. The inclined plane
of the plates ensures perfect contact. Price 5/9.

THE BENJAMIN BATTERY
SWITCH.

Simrlest and most efficient switch It's OFF when
it's IN. Single contact, one hole fixi-g. Price 1/..

THE BENJAMIN
BATTERY ELIMINATOR

ter Alternating Current 200-240 v. 50 cycles.
Delivers current for loads up to twelve valves,
giving 180 volts for power valve. A really dry elim-
inator. No acids, no liquids, no hum. £7 15 0.

THE BENJAMIN
VALVE -HOLDER.

No other valve -holder so efficiently disperses micro..
phonic noises and absorbs shocks so thoroughly.
Valves free to float in any direction. Price 2/-.

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC
LTD.

Brantv,00d Works, Tariff Road,
clTottenham, N.17.

Benjamin
Rheostat.

Benjamin
Battery
Switch.

® ®
0000

Benjamin
Valve holder.

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of " A.W." with Your Order

;A

Benjamin
Improved
Earthing
Device.

Benjamin
Battery

Eliminator.
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BROADCAST
TELEPHONY

NOTE. -In the following list of transmissions
these abbreviations are observed : con. for concert ;
let. for lecture ; orch. for orchestral concert;
irr. for irregular ; in. for metres ; Ice. for kilo-
cycles and sig. for signal. Unless otherwise

stated, all times are p.711. (G.M.T.)

GREAT BRITAIN
London (2L0), 361.4 m. (83o Kc.); 12 to 2.0,

COIL ; 3.15 to 4.0, transmission to schools ; 3.3o
to 5.45, con. (Sun.); 4.15, con.; 5.15 to
children; 6. dance music; 6.30, time sig., news.
music, talk; 8.10, music; 9.0, time sig., news,
(8.50 Sun.), talk; con. Dance music daily
(exc. Sundays) from 10.30 until midnight.

Aberdeen (2BD), 500 m. (boo Kc.). Belfast
(2BE!, 306.1 m. (98o Kc.). Bournemouth
(61331), 326.1 M. (92o lie.). Cardiff (51VA), 35,1
m. (S5olic.). Glasgow (5SC), 405.4 in. (7491(c).
Manchester (22X), 384.6 m. (780 Kc.).
Newcastle (5N0), 312.5 m. (96o Ice.). Much the
same as London times.

Bradford (2L5), 252.1 m. (1,190 lie.). Dundee
(2DE), 294.1 m. (1,020 Kc.). Edinburgh
(2EH), 288.5 m. (1,040 Tic.). Hull (OKI-I).
294.1 In. (1,020 fie.). Leeds (2LS), 277.8
(f ,OSO Liverpool (61X), 297 in. (1,010
Kc.). Nottingham (5NG), 275.2 M. (1,000 Kc.1.
Plymouth (51,1), 400 m. (750 fie.). Sheffield
(6FL), 272.7'm. (1,100 KC.). Stoke-on-Trent
(6ST), 294 in. (1,020 Kc.). Swansea (5SX), 294

(1,02om. fie.). Daventry (25 kw.), high -power

station, 1,604 in. (187 Kc.). Special weather
report, 10.30 a.m. and 10.25 p.m. (weekdays),
9.io (Sun.) ; relays 2LO.

Daventry Experimental (5GB), 491.8 m.
(610 he.). 15 kw., from 3.o onwards.

IRISH FREE STATE
Dublin (2RN), 319.1 nl. (940 Daily

6.o; (Sundays, 8.30) until 20.3o p.m. Relays
Cork.

Cork (6Ch), 400 m. (1 kw.). (750 Ke.).
Relays Dublin (cxc. Sundays).

CONTINENT
AUSTRIA

Vienna (Radio Wien), 517.2 in. (5 kw.) and
577 in. 6.30 con.

Relays: Graz, 357.1 m. (750 w.) ; Klagenfurt,
(75o W.) 272.7 in.; Innsbruck, 29.1.1 111.

Linz (under construction). .

BELGIUM
Brussels, 508.5 in. (i.5 kw.). 5.0 01,_!;.

(not daily), 8.3o, ,talk, 9.0 con., news.
CZECHO-SLOVAKIA

Prague, 348.0 m. (5 kw.). Con., 7.0 (daily).
*Brunn, 411.2 m. (3 kw.). 6.0, dm. (daily).
*Bratislava, 300 m.- (50.0 w.).
4 -Kosice, 1,865 m. (kw.). 6.30 con., testing.

* Relays Prague.
DENMARK

*Copenhagen, 337 na. (700 w.). Sundays.
0.0 a.m. sacred service; 7.o, con. 'Weekdays :
lec., con., news ; dance to (Thurs., Sat!.

* Relayed by Kalundborg (7 Icw.) 1,153 in.

ESTHONIA
Reval, 408 m. (2.2 kw.) from 7.o, con,

FINLAND
Helsingfors, 375 in. (1.2 kw.), from 5.e, eon.

FRANCE
Eiffel Tower, 2,650 m. (12 kw.). 6.30 a.m.,

markets (exc. Sun. and Mon.) ; 11.20 a.m.; time
sig., weather; 6.0 talk; 7.10 weather, con.;
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Ask your dealer
to give fullest par-
ticulars or apply to:

LE CARBONE
COVENTRY HOUSE,

SOUTH PLACE,
LONDON, E.C.2.

8.15 lec.; 10.20 weather, T.S. Relay PTT,
Paris, Sat., 9.10 to Ir.°, and weekday after-
noons.

Radio -Paris (CFR), 1,750 in. (3 kw.).
Sundays 12.0 sacred service; 12.45, con.;
news; con.; 8.15, news, dance. Weekdays, 8.o,
10.30 a.m., news, con., 12.30, con., markets,
weather, news; 4.30, markets, con.; 8.0 time
sig., news, con. .

L 'Ecole Sup. des Postes et Telegraphes (Phi),
Paris, 460 ni. (5 kw.), 1.15 to 3.0 (relay of
Sorbonne University) ; 9.o con. (daily).

Le Petit Parisien, 340.9 in. (500 w.). 9.15,
con. (hues.; Thurs., Sat., Sun.).

Radio L.L. (Paris), 37o M. (250 w.). Con.
(Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed., Sat.), 9.30.

Biarritz (Cote d'Argent), 200 M. (250 w.).
7.0. con. (lrr.).

Radio Vitus (Paris), 302 in. (15o w.). 9.0,
con.

Radio -Toulouse, 39i m.13 kw.).. 8.45, C011.
Radio -Lyon, 291 m. (1.5 kw.). 8.20, con.
Strassburg (8 G.F.), 222.2 in. Con., 9.0 (Irr.).
Radio Agen, 297. m. (5oo w.). 8.3o, cob.
*Mont de Marsan, 400 m. (300 w.), con. 8.3o.
Bordeaux (Lafayette!, 279 m. (2 kw.).

Con. 5.0, 9.o (weekdays), 2.30 (Sun.). Relays
VII, Paris, 8.3o (Sat.). No transm. on Mon.

*Lyon-la-Doua, 476.2 m. (t kw.).
*Lille, 286 m. (600 w.). Own con. (irr.).
*Marseilles, 300 m. (500 w.).
*Grenotsle, 278 in. (r kw.). (Wed. and Sods.).
*Toulouse, 26o m. (500 w.) (exc. Sun.).
*Rennes, 279 M.
*Limoges, 273 m.
Montpellier, 252.1 111. (200 w.). 8.45 (Wed.,

I ri.). For news, relays Marseilles.
Beziers, 158 m. (700 w.). 9.0 (weekdays only).
Juan-les-Pins, 23o in. (100 w.). 8.3o con.
Bordeaux (Radio-Sud-ouest), 238 m. (1 kw.).

7.25 con. (Thurs.).
* Relays of PIT, Paris.

(Continued on page 636

CENTROID SCREEN BOXES
Complete with
lid and base

ALUMINIUM
61" x 61" x 6"

51- each.
11" x 6" x 7"

9/6 each.

COPPER
61" x 61" x 6"

10j6 each.

Postage 6d.
extra.

Collapsible

Assembled in
3 minutes.

WRITE
for list of

other

CENTROID
COMPONENTS

Camden Engineering Co. Ltd., Bayham Place, Camden Town, N.W.

PIRTOID TUBING
The Ideal Former

Tribes of any diameter, wall, and length supplied for formers to
make your aerial coils and special H.F. transformers.
Pirtoid isvecommended by the Technical Press and by the leading
wireless journals. An expert writes Pirtoid is admirable for
all wireless purposes, being easy to tap and drill -and is
unbreakable.'
Clarke's have been well known for many years as THE insulating
material manufacturers, and Pirtoid incorporates the results of
their experience.

Write for price list.
Sole Manufacturers.

H. CLARKE & CO. (Micr ), LTD., Atlas Works, Old Trafford, Manchester.

Please Mention " A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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FOR the modest sum of three pounds
you can become the possessor of a

full-sized, full -toned B.T.H. Loud Speaker
-a speaker that has no rival in quality
of reproduction or appearance, at any-
where near the same price. Quality and
price considered this loud speaker is an
amazing bargain. Ask your dealer to
let you compare it with any other make.

Height 24" Flare 14"

TYPE C2
The above price is applicable in Great 73ritain and Northern Ireland cid,

ViV1111B,

HIGH TENSION BAUM

ELIMINATORS
The convenience of obtaining HIGH TENSION
SUPPLY STRAIGHT OFF THE MAINS,
where electric light is available, has created a
wide demand for High Tension Battery
Eliminators.
The Efesca Junior, illustrated, for direct cur-
rent, incorporates a feature not usually found
in low-priced instruments in the provision of
Grid Bias, which not only clarifies reception,
but suppresses the commutator noises from the
generating station usually experienced. It is
guaranteed to give satisfactory results when
used with sets employing up to
three valves. Price 35/ -

MODEL N? I

111.11111.21,211

Contained
five

polishedies oak case,

Dimensions, is by 7 by -C,"2in.
Direct Current, suitable for up to

with three positive tappings-
one variable 4o to 75 volts, for
H.F. and detector valves, and

two fixed at go and 120 volts, for L.F. and power valves, incor-
porating negative grid bias tappings
at 2, 4, 6, and 8 volts. Trice £4 10s.

E FESCA
ALL WAVE

REGENERATIVE
AERIAL
TUNER

25 f -EACH

EFESCA
VARIFORM L. F.
TRANSFORMER

WITH FOUR
INTERCHANGEABLE

PRIMARY 25/-BOBBINS - EACH

Write for complete Catalogue of Ejesca Componetttni

FALK, STADEL MANN ik CO., LTD .;
Efesca Electrical W arks,

83193, Farringdon Road, London, E.C.1
End a:Glasgow, Monchest,r, Di,,Z1zghant, Dublin, Newcastle, Cardiff

The Britlsh Thomson -Houston Goy Ltd.

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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PERSONAL SHOPPERS.
WE ARE OPEN AL DLL

DAY
SATUIVAY

ALAY THURSDAY
ALL DAY E4ERY DAY

2 Shops, if one is Hours 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
closed the other is Sat. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

open. Sunday morning 11-1
NOTE WONDERFUL OFFER BELOW !

STUPENDOUS BARGAINS
BE SURE Y011 ARE AT RAYMOND'S !
These SPECIAL LINES ARE SOLD to
CALLERS ONL Ywho are purchasing
their regular wireless supplies at
the same time. ALL BRAND NEW.
YOU CAN ONLY BUY THESE AT RAYMOND'S
WHEN BUYING OTHER GOODS. NOT SOLD AT
THESE PRICES ALONE OR BY POST.
MANSBRIDGE CONDENSERS. LOUD -SPEAKERS, ',rand new.
nand new, 1 mid.. 1'6 ; 2 add., 4'11, Sill, 12'6. 15,-. 21"-.
1 11 ; 4 mid., 3,'11. (LIST prices SEEING IS BELIEVING. (List
double -1 prices double and treble.)
63-v. BATTERY CASES, corn- LOUD -SPEAKER UNITS, 9,000
picte with Clips, V-. (List, 2,5 ohms, 6.11. Brand new. (List
col.) All brand new. 11(6.)
4 -in. EBONITE DIALS, extra H.F. TRANSFORMERS (6 -Pint.
quality, 6d. (List, 1/8.) S.F., 3.6; 8.8., 8;1L Brand
250 CT. COILS, 1,8. (List, (3:-.) new. (List, 8"G.)

H.F. TRANSFORMERS (4 -pin)
B.B.C., 2'11. Brand new.
CONDENSERS. Brand new, 1.M.
141, 2.4. 2/3. B.L.F. Log raid.
line. Squart WV. (List price
double.)
60-v. WM BATTERIES. Brand
new. Fully tetdtd, 3.8 and 3, U,
List double.)
VERNIER DIALS, W. Log).
British, 2.3, 2,6. (List, 7;6).
Brand new.

H.F. CHOKES (List, 6/.), 1,11 AMERICAN TYPE CABINETS,
end 2 6. Brand new. mahogany polished (In '11 Pet),

hinged lid, baseboard, 14 by 8 by
8 In. deep, 7:11.
INDOOR AERIALS, with Mem

ot and lead -In, 8d. (List, 1/6

AMERICAN CABINETS, various
Fir., 8 11 8,11, 10,11, 12:11.
Gal; polished.
ACCUMULATORS, 2-v. 40-a.,
521. (List, SM.)
HEADPHONES (4,600 ohms).
bend new, MI, 233, 2.'n. (List
prices treble.)
100-v. H.T. BATTERIES, 4111.
( Lie!, 10'5.) 13/11 (List, 11/0).
Brand new, Tested.

VOLTMETERS. cloulle reading,
dead beat, 311 (List, 6,11).
Brand new. 'I I:\ i:`.El
GLASS 2 -volt CELLS, 2 8.

PLEASE READ TERMS OF SALE FOR
ABOVE GOODS. NO POST.

HUNDREDS OF OTHER BARGAINS.

LOG -MID -LINE
Try oar NEW VARIABLE
CONDENSERS, made on the
Log -Mid -Line principle. .0005
or .0003, with a 4 -in. Triolite
Dial, the best you can buy, for
the moderate prier Of 5,11

Post free.

LOW LOSS SQUARE LAW
This variable

.0005 simply marvel-
each.0003

Condenser is

tom value. It
Cannot be

By Post equalled in
5 11 price or quality

With VERNIER, l'- cute,.

See "A.W." Oct. 22 for full page Advt.

Carriage and Packing. cook
Mahogany. 5:- each cuts,

CABINETS
Large stocks of really useful
cabinets kept, or made to
order Solid oak, Glass finish
American type, hinged lid
basebvard.

10 x 8 x 8 deep Gill
12 x 8 x 9 . . 11/6
14 x 7 x 9 ... 13/11
16 x 8 x 9 ... 16/11
18 x 8 x 9 . . 19/11
20 x8 x 9 ... 22/6
21 x7 x 9 ... 25/-
24 x 7 x 9 27/6

WE STOCK MEANIC, CLIMAX
EVERREADY HE LLESEN,
SIEMENS', FORM, FER-
RANTI, WEARITE, ORMOND,
3.B.. BENJAMIN. LOTUS.
MULLARD, DUBILIER LIS.
SEN. LEWCOS, UTILITY,
MAGNUM. PETO-SCOTT,
PEERLESS. BUENDEPT PYE,
MARCONI McMICHAEL,
COSMOS, CARBORUN. WM,
R.I. VARLET. GAMBRELL,
BROWN'S. STERLING. AM-
PLIONS. IN FACT EVERY-
THING IT IS POSSIBLE
TO STOCK.

ACCUMULATORS. -2-r. 40,
),11, SE, 8,11; 4-c. 40, 15,',
15/11, MG; 2-v. GO. 10', 11M;
4-v. 60, 1811. 19,11; 2-v. fin.
12,11. 1818, 148; 4-v. 80, 28,8.
251-; 6-v, GO, 28;11.801-, all beet
quality. Carriage. L. and 18

n EXTDE. 3 STAR stocked.

THE NEW No. :3O R M O N D
S.L.F. CONDENSER
.00025, 5:8. .03035. 5'9.
0005. 8 -, With 4 -in. Dial.
With Friction 55-1 4 -in. DM!,
6 - each extra.

K. RAYMJNO
27 & 28a, LISLE St.,

LONDON. W.0.2.
'Phone: Gerrard 4637.

COME TO
LEICESTER
SQ. TUBE

Ask far BACK
of Daly's

Theatre
This address
is opposite.
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BROADCAST TELEPHONY
(Continued front page 634)

' GERMANY
Berlin, on 483.9. Throughout day. Relayed

by Stettin (236.2 tn.).
Konigswusterhausen (LP), 1,250 m. (8 kw.).

10.30 to 1.50 a.m., con. (Sun.) ; 2.0, lec. (daily).
7.30, relay of Berlin (Vox haus) con., or from
other German stations (daily).

Breslau, 322.6 nl. (4 kw.). 6.o lee.; 7.30,
con. Relay, Gleiwitz, 250 m.

Dortmund. 283 m. kw.). See Langenberg.
Frankfort -on -Main, 428.6 In. (4 kw.). 5.o to

5.15 a.m. (cxc. Sun.), physical exercises; 7.30
a.m., sacred con. (Sun.); 3.30, con.; 7.o, lee.,
con., weather. Relay : Cassel, 272.7 01.

Hamburg, 394.7 in. (4 low.). Relayed by
Bremen (25_.1 M.), Hanoyer (297 m.). Kiel
(254.2 tn.). Sundays: 8.15 a.m., sacred con.:
5.o eon.; 6.o con. Weekdays : 4.45 a.m., then
from S.o a.m. throughout day.

Konigsberg, 329.7 m. (4 kw.). 7.0, con,
Relay : Danzig, 272.7 111.

Langenberg (Rhineland), 468.8 tn. (25 kw.).
Relays Muenster, Dortmund, Cologne or
Dusseldorf (daily). Throughout day.

Leipzig, 365.8 in. (4 kw.) Relays Dresden
(275.2 m.). 7.15 con.

Munich. 535.7 in. (4 kw.). Relayed by
Nuremberg, 303 nt. (4 kw.) and Aug4burg,
566 in. 5.30, con. (weekdays).

Muenster 241.9 m (1.5kw.). Sec Langenberg.
Norddeich (KAN"), 1,800 ru. 10.15 a.m., 9.30.
Stuttgart, 379.7 in. (4 kw.). 10.30 a.m., con.

(Sun.) ; 5.30, time sig., news, lec., con. (daily);
Relay : Freiburg, 577 m. (ii kw.).

GRAND DUCHY OF LUXEMBURG
Radio Luxemburg, 217.4 (250 w.). Con,

1.0 -(Sun.), 9.0 (Tues.). (Irr.).
HOLLAND

Hilversum (ANRO), 1.060 m. (5 kw.). Sun-
days : 8.10 a.m., sacred service; 12.10 and
5,10, con.; 5.35, church service; 7.4o, weather,
news, con. Weekdays : 11.40 onwards.

Scheveningen -Haven, 1,950 in. (2i kw.).
Throughout day. Markets, Stock Ex.

Eindhoven (PCJJ), 31 m. (Tues., Thur.).
6 p.m. -midnight.

Huizen, 1840 m. until 7 p.m, 1950 in. from
7.30 p.m;

HUNGARY
Budapest, 556 ui. (3 kw.). 7.0 con.

ITALY
Rome (IRO), 450 m. (3' kw.). 7.30, news,

weather, con.; 9.15, late news.
Milan, 315.8 m. (4 kw.). 7.15 to io.o, con.
Naples, 333.3 m. kw.). 7.3o to io.o, con.
Como, 500 0l, (5 kw.). 7.o to io.o (temp.).

NORWAY
Oslo, 461.5 in. (1.5 kw.). 6.15, con.
Bergen, 370.4, m., (1 kw.). 6.30, news, con.
*Fredriksstadi 434.8-
Porsgrund, 502 ni. (14 kw.),

*Tromsoe, Soo m.
`Hamar, 566 in.

4' Relays Oslo,
POLAND

Warsaw, III,( in. (to kw ). 7.30.
Cracow, 422 in. (4 kw.). 7.30.
Posen, 280.4 111, (1.5 kw.). 7.30,

RUMANIA
Bucharest, about 1,600 in. (5 kw), Testing.

RUSSIA
Moscow (RDW), 1,430 M. (15 linV.). 4.30

p.m., con. News. Togo, chimes from Kremlin.
Moscow Popoff, 675 in. (5 kw.). 4.3o daily.
Leningrad, 223.9 111. (I0 'kw.). 5.o and oti

1,000 in.
Kharkov, 477 in. (4 kw.) S.o daily.

SPAIN
Madrid (EAJ7) 375 u1. .(3 kw.). Con.,

daily. 6 or io
Madrid (Radio Espana), 400 m. (2 kw.). Irr,
Madrid (Radio Madrilena) (EAj1.2) 297 m.
Barcelona IF. A 344,8 m. (2 kw.). 6.o to

11.0 (dally).
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Barcelona (Radio-Catalana) (EAJr3), 462 in.
(2 kw.). 7.0 to 'IA con., weather, news.

Bilbao (BAJO, 43S m. (500 VV.). 7.0 c011.
Bilbao (Radio -Vizcaya) (EA J ) . 418 ni,

(Soo w.). S.o to 12.0, con. (daily).
Cadiz (EAJ3), 400 in. (550 w.). 7.0 con.

SWEDEN
Stockholm (SASH;, 454.5 in. (II kw.).

10.0 a.m., sacred service (Sun.) ; 5.o, sacred
service; 6.o, lec.; 8.15, news, con., weather.
Dance (Sat., Sun.), 8.45. Relayed by Motala.
1,32o in. (40 kw.) and some 28 small stations.

SWITZERLAND
Lausanne (FIB2), 680 m. (600 w.). 7.o.
Zurich, 588 in. (600 w.). r0.0 a.m., con.

(Sun.) ; 5.15, lec., con., glance (Fri.).
Geneva (HSI), 760 m. (750 w.). 7.15, con.
Berne (411 in. (1.5 kw.). 7.30, con.
Basle, 'Jo° in. (25o w.). Relays Berne.

" Useful Current Control Unit." -
In one of the "Odds and Ends" illustrated
and described on page 518 of the October
15 issue under the above title, there is
shown a rheostat in use as a battery resistor
and on -and -off switch. This particular
device is a Burton, a patented component
made by the firm of C. F. & H. Burton,
Progress Works, Bernard Street, Walsall.

An. illustrated description of the World's
Largest Motor Liner, " Saturnia," is given iu
this week's English and Amateur Illeehanic,i
(3d.). There is also an interesting illustrated
account of the fine model " Killingworth "
Locomotive made by George Stephenson about
One Hundred Years Ago. Other interesting
items include "MAKING YOUR OWN
FIREWORKS FOR NOVEMBER 5," " AN
ELECTRICAL INDICATOR FOR DEAF
PERSONS," " A HIGH-SPEED ENGRAV-
ING MACHINE," " SPACE -SAVING FUR-
NITURE FOR THE SMALL HOME."
" THE MOTOR MECHANIC'S WORK-
SHOP," ETC., ETC.

EASY TERMS
Loud -speakers, H.T. C ni ts, II.T. and L.T.
Accumulators, Sets, and all parts.
Send us a list of your requirements, and we will
quote you monthly terms by return.
THE A.O.A. COMPANY (Dept. Ai
61 Englewood Rd., Clapham, London, SAY 12

 UNHAPPY -WHY ?  
Because you can't Listen In ?

ti

WHY NOT BUY ON OUR

EVERYTHING WIRELESS

 IR1111  MIIIIIII  111 911

THE FAMOUS
DIX-O NEM E TER

still leads the way.
A £10 'fester for 53: -

Anode Converters, .inn volts,
£4 10s. Charging Valve Bar-
gains Cossor, etc., AC.
to D.C. 50 enilliamps at 2.0o VOHS
to 14,200 v0112, cost 35'-, Sale 8/6.
guaranteed. Switches. 250 -volt
Tumblers, 6d. 8 -tray Lucas for
Phone or Speaker Circuits, 3/6.
S.K. Amplifier Micro. Units
2,000 011005, 13., Button's, 1:-.
Western Electric Loud Speakers,
157, Violinas, 25'-. Sullivan
Headphones, 3'-. Single I'hone,
1:6. Robber Ear Pads, 4d. per
pair. Gramo. Pick-ups, 21;-.

Gyroscopes, 15:-. Mains Smoothing Chokes. 1'-.
2-infcl. Condensers, 2'6. Remote- Relays, 10'-.
Pear -Pushes. 6d. Sterling 1 -Valve Amplifiers,
22/6. 2-V. T.D. Amplifiers, 32 6. Inert Fuller,

-I:, cells, Lc. Thermo A.C. Meters, 250 !Ma, 15:-.
44unge B21 Testers, A.C. or D.C. zoo m:a,
4 amps. 6 v., 120 V., 40, -. Large Steel Horseshoe
Magnets for Coil Speakers, 3'6. Bargain Sale of
Transmitters and Rere'vers, 1 to 6 Valves, now
on. Send 4d. for our Sept. edition of illustrated
catalogue. It will save £1.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218 UPPER THAMES STREET, E.C.4 A
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The famous Ericsson
Super Sensitive Tele.
phones are reduced to

12;6 a pair I

Adopted by the B.B.C. for use in their studies. Used by all the DX
experimenters. Adopted as standard in 1909 by the Admiralty and in
1917 by the Air Board. Three resistances, 120. 2,000, and 4 000 ohms-one

price. 12,6. Get your pair to -day !
Even if you have a multivalve set, now and again you'll need a good crystal set.
Buy an Ericsson Crystal Set to -day. Sturdily and handsomely made and a
really sensitive instrument. Tunes up to 5GB and has a loading coil plug
for 5XX. A real snip at 15'.

At all our agents or direct from the Company.
ERICSSON TELEPHONES LTD., 67:73 Kingsway, London, W.C.2

SUPER SENSITIVETELEPHONES. 64-

,TAireacvon rf.aerosarteraecrlen.criricssern.6"rzewson_Ci2ears.vonerte.A'

- 4

BATTERY C HARGER

LET the world famous OVERNIGHT
Battery Charger rid you of all L.T.

problems. It is made for and supplied
complete with the equally world
famous Philips Valves.

Model A.L L.T. H.T. 55 '-
Model A.2. L.T. only - 42,6

Obtain your OVERNIGHT to -day and
your batteries will be charged to-
morrow. Guaranteed absolutely silent,
safe, and self-regulating.

Full particulars of OVERNIGHT
Chargers, SUPRECISION A.C. Elim-
inator Components, and Measuring
Instruments of every description
from :-

F. C. HEAYBERD & CO" EA/9STCHEAP,C
E.C.3

8, Talbot ourt,

ILLUMINATED DIAL
9/6

Complete with Bulb.

An elegant and perfectly
made Dial for mounting
behind the Panel. Push -
Pull Switch controls lighting.
Easy to mount and can be

\ fitted to any standard Con-
i denser.

/ Full Catalogue free on request.

THE FORMO COMPANY,
Crown Works, Cricklewood Lane,

Phone: 1;87 Hampstead N.W.2

THE GUARANTEE OF THE
PERFECT TERMINAL

-.,,,,!
7

0*

N
NN.,

Ts' .7

/ 'w .

)-4/1#

;
...... ,

THE BEST DESIGNED TERMINAL IN THE WORLD
Every Type " B " Belling -Lee terminal is packed in an attractive

carton with a printed one year's guarantee and instructions for
mounting.

Non -rotating name. Bakelite insulated. Highly finished. Price
9d. each.

Also Type "M." Nickel plated metal with non -rotating name.
Price bd. each.

Both types supplied In 30 different engravings.
Obtainable from all dealers, but in case of difficulties send youi order

to us, enclosing your dealer's name and address.

e

41

.il

r BELL NIG.LEE
TERMINALS

1

Belling & Lee Ltd., Queensway Works, Ponders End, Middlesex

THE SUPERIOR
BRITISH VALVE

you have been requiring since
Wireless first commenced

Professor Dickson's Great Discovery-The New
Wonder Wireless Valve.

Every " UNIVELLA " Valve is guaranteed to give
perfect results and sold at a price less than most

foreign makes.
L.F for General Purposes and H.F. for Power. Supplied

in both voltages. Your complete needs met for all circuits.
4 V. .06 amp.1

L.F. Price 6/6 each1.8 v. .0 1 ,, or H.F.
While this Free -gilt Number of AMATEUR WIRELESS is current
we are presenting free to every purchaser of the "Univella"

Valve, an Anti-rnicrophonic Valve -holder, value 1/9.
If any difficulty in procuring from rotir Ideal Dealer,
can be obtained Post Free from Sole Proprietors :-

UNEEDA SUPPLIES CO., LTD. (Dept. A.W.),
76-78, Petty France, London. S.W.1

Illustrated List of all Wireless Parts FREE.

"PAXOLIN"
FORMERS AND PANELS
WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD.

Beg to announce their appointment
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS

to the Broadcast Trade for PAXOLIN PRODUCTS
manufactured by Micanite Sr Insulators Co., Ltd.

LOOK FOR TRADE MARK
Melody -Maker Former 3/-

M
14in.; .7 in.

Coil - 8,6 Panel 6,' -

Wright & Weaire, Ltd
740 HIGH ROAD, TOTTENHAM, N.17.

Telegrams: Writewea, Tottenham, London. 'Phone: 313s Totten

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of " A.W." with Your Order
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MAINS WORKING "
(Continued front page 626)

adaptability do not arise and, provided the
necessary attention is given to design, the
H.T. and L.T. supplies can form one
-.:omplete circuit across the mains.

Now what is the principal consideration
if this method is adopted ? Thereby that
the chokes and resistance will handle
adequately the current demanded by the
system without over -heating or damage to
the wire. Readers will no doubt remember
that this scheme was adopted for "The
Lamp -socket Three" described in Nos.
335 and 336. Complete details for making
and assembling the required apparatus
were given, together with the construction
of a three -valve receiver arranged to be
supplied from the unit. Due to considera-
tions of rectified power, valves consuming
the smallest filament current must be
utilised in receivers, in the majority of
cases, when alternating current mains arc
installed in the house, as will be shown
later in the section devoted to A.C. With
a D.C. supply, however, such limitations
are not met with, although naturally from
questions of running costs the lowest
current consumption should be aimed at.

The skeleton arrangement is shown in
Fig. 2o, where, for the purpose of illustrat-
ing the principle, it is assumed that an
absolutely steady voltage is given by the
mains and smoothing apparatus is hence

638

not included. A resistance of suitable size
is inserted in series with the valve filainents,
also In series, so that the fall of potential
along the resistance enables the desired
H.T. tappings to be made to the plates
of the valves, the current also passing
through the filaments.

This met hod thus enables the extra
current required for the H.T. supply with
its associated resistance to be dispensed
with, thus making for simplification in the
complete installation. Before proceeding
with the details of this arrangement,
however, it will be necessary to analyse
carefully what is actually happening in
mains and receiver circuits of this character.

(To be continued)

" Amateur Wireless and Electrics." Price
Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bear-
ing the date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world: 3 months,
4s. 6d.; 6 months, 8s. 9d.; 12 months, I7s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made payable to " Bernard Jones
Publications. Ltd."
General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All
sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be

promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.
Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and
the conditions printed at the head of Our
Information Bureau" should be closely observed.
Communications should be addressed, accord-
ing to their nature, to The Editor, The Adver-
tisement Manager, or the Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless,"' 58-H Fetter Lane. London E.C.4
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li. 11 EINI k
POSITIVE GRIP TERMINALS
ARE ABSOLUTELY MEAL

The ends of the leads are so gripped that
they cannot possibly come adrift. Pressure
is so distributed that a break is practically
impossible. (See illustration.) Further, the
ragged ends of the flex covering ere covered
up, and one's leads look and behave as they
ought to behave when fitted with Lisenin
Positive Grip Terminals, as used in

"RADIO for the MILLION"
" Wireless World," "Modern Wireless,"
" Wireless Constructor," etc., sets.
Fr-nOW the Icad of experts.

Plugs and sockets, with two
Pat Luts and indication disc ,,,. 4?:2(1.
No Spade Ends 4d.
2.:5356 Wander Plugs 2d.

Lisenin Pre-set
Resistor (Regd. de-
sign). Occupies mint
mum space and the con
tact finger can readily
be adjusted to give the
desired resistance. Ca.
pasties, 5, to, 15, 20,

3o and go ohms.
As used i n the
COSSOR MELODY
MAKER. Price 1.'9
,ch Poste, 2(1.

Ask yOil )sittule3

THE LISENIN WIRELESS CO.
1, EDGWARE RD., LONDON, W.2

111111111111

ELECTRIC
SOLDERING

IRON
For comstructinq
your New Set -
InVarious

Sizes

PRiC ZS
from 10:- each.

Obtainable from
A. W. GAMACE
Ltd., Holborn, Elul
other leading retailer;

A SAVIILF &
Specialists in Electric Tools (or ove,20 rears

115 SOUTHWARK ST.,S.E.I.,
-Celt,al 502 anceHop2731-

varwwwwwww.indranowwww,mmur.rewsiromiromoss.r.rmini "ININIPAN

Amateur Wireless HANDBOOKS

each 2/6
Loud -speaker Crystal Sets

and How to Make and
Manage Them.

Wireless -controlled Mechan-
ism for Amateurs.

The Wireless Man's Work-
shop.

net.
The Practical " Super -het "

Book.
Perfect Broadcast Reception.
The Short-wave Handbook.
The Practical Wireless Data

Book.

in ' Of all Newsagents anti .Booksellers or by post, 3d.
! extra, from Cassell & Co., La Belle Saut'age, .E.C.4.

.r.f...f.rtsw.r.frOWSW,PPINMINVI,POPWW.P..INNr.,8*.P.INPIAININPMININPOOVP
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COIWPM/EAlTS
N.C. Condenser 4;'6

PaYolin, Panels and
Tubes 4 in. x 7 in.
for Melody Maker 3 -

Coil for Melody
Maker -8 6

H.F. Choke 6 o
Grid -leak Clips fd.

Wright & Weaire Ltd., 740, High Rd., Tottenham, N.17
Phone : TOTTENHAM

AMAZING WIRELESS OFFER
Pair of powerful headphones given free to every purchaser
of a W.C.R.S. Crystal Set. (Limited number) ORDER Now.

W.C.R.S. Crystal Set-Powerful Receiver, 'Phones
FREE ... each 10'6

'0005 square law Condensers
.0003 square laW Condensers  
'2 wav Coil Holders for Baseboard or Panel

2/11
2`9

Mounting , 1 11
4 v. W.C.R.S. Dull Emitter Valves .. 3'11
'..! v. W.C.R.S. Dull Emitter Valves . 3'11
.i. v. Bright Emitter Valves, Low Consumption ... sp 1 11
W.C.R.S. LI', Shrouded Transformers, Ratio 5: i ,

large size ... ... ... ... ... 4 11

SEND FOR BARGAIN LIST AT ONCE.
PdOlICE.-Any of above goo .s will be sent YO. rker.E.

WEST CENTRAL RADIO SUPPLIES
259 ( RAY'S INN ROA9. KING S CROSS. LON ON W.C.1
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BEHIND EACH REGENTONE
INSTRUMENTTHERE LIES 4 YEAFS'
SPECIALISED EXPERIENCE.

MAINS UNITS, MAINS RECEIVERS, FROM 27/6
l' -page ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

REGENT RADIO SUPPLY CO.
Offices and Demonstration Rooms

21 BARTLETT'S BLDGS., HOLBORN CIRCUS, E.C.1
CENT. 5501

MANCHESTER-STAND 8

500,000 LISTENERS
USE AND RECOMMEND LIBERTY DETECTOR

WHY?
TRY ONE AND
GET THE
ANSWER
Louder per-
manently
than a
cat.'
whisker
sometimes,

From all
Dealers or
post free.

NOW

2/6
Dona experiment - use a

LIBERTY, the Original.
Still the best, but be sure it's a

LIBERTY
Every one tested on broad-

casting. Fully guaranteed.

RADI-ARC CD. LONDON,

SEND NOW !
The "MAGNOX " MICRO. AMPLIFIER is DT-ARAN1' ELD to
amplify 3 to 10 times and operate aloud -speaker when connected
to any crystal (or -Valve) set, giving audible signals. We supply
the. Microphone parts to make this amplifier, complete with clear
diagrams, drawings and instructions. price NG. /remember,

The

NO valves, buttons, accumulators, or It.T.4 only two 11 -volt dry
which last for months. Home charging teitholet Rouse

Mai,m! The " MAGNO " UNIT makes its own electricity and,
for a few coppers, will charge any diS. or M.T. accumulator
by chemicals. Dur set of blueprints, 'Price 3:8, shows how to
cheaply make this unit.

Agent: L. Cook, 102 Cranston Road, 8.E.23.

DAR
Cures and Prevents

Sulphation
Don't fail to see our Stands at the
Manchester and Leeds Wireless

Exhibitions

D.A.R. LTD,,' -Australia House, London, W,C.2

GLASS
for H,T; & L.T.,
Accumulators;
Our New Design91. , Reg. N

727,6

No. 1, Square Dia. list.
Size 1 by 3'

2,6 Per Dozen
cross quantities.

No. 2, Oblong Dia. Hgt.
Size 1", 2" by 3'

3/- Per Dozen
30/- gross quantitie .

Package & Carriage roe.

Samples tod. each post free. e I

Special Trade Terms

I. ISAACS & CO.,
North London Glass Works, 106 Midland Road, N.W 1
&told. 100 gears. Plume: Museum 4209

CELLS
so -

Inside

ribs to
separate
Plates

"Pt

039

lueprints
Full-size Blueprints, each one being a photographic
contact print, from the draughtsman's original
design, and produced on stout paper, are now &call-
able of the following sets.

ONE -VALVE SETS
One-valver for Frame Aerial ... `N.M. 4
One -valve a), e Reinartz...
All -in -all One-valver
Hartley DX One-Valver

W. 13
A.W. 27

Alpha Ones W.M. Ps
Rcinartz Plug-in One-valver A.W.

TWO -VALVE SETS
Safeguard Two
Two-valver, embodying Ii.L.1 'Valves A.W. 5
One -control 'Two A.W. 6
Wide -world Short-wave Two A.W.
All -wave Two -waiver A.W. 15
Loftin -White Two* W.M. 20
Reinartz Two ... A.W. 2r
Remote -control Two :.. A.W. 23
One -dial Two . W.M. 23
Empire Short-wave Two A.W. 28
Screened -trap Two ...
"Next -step" Receiver... A.W. 34
Girdle Two* ...
Centre -tap Two A.W. 42
Mains -fed Two

THREE -VALVE SETS
One -knob Three W.M. 3

W.M. 7
W.M. 8

Continental Three
Shielded Searcher
Victory Three ...
Regulator Three A.W. 12
Hi -mu R.C. Three* W.M. 9
M.C.3 Star ... A.W. 16
Wave -catcher Three
Excelsior Three A.W. 20
Split -primary Three ... A.W. 24
Lighthouse Three ...
Purity Three-valver A.W. 33
A Modern Tuned -anode Three
Tetrode Three, for Shielded Valves ...
Alternative -programme Three
A "Mains" Three -waiver

-- 
- 

A.W. 35
A.W. 36
A.W. 38
W.M. 34

Screened -grid Three ... W.M. zt
"Simpler Wireless" All -from -the -

Mains Receiver .... . . A.W. 41
"Simpler Wireless" Special Three-

valver
"Home Station" Three
The " Economy" Three A.W. 48
Five -guinea Three W.M. 29
Dominions Short-wave Three WM. 39

- FOUR -VALVE SETS
Paradyne Four
MC. Four
Distance Getter
Household Four
DX Four

V, 'M. 3

A.W. to
A.W. 17
A.W.

Revelation Four W.M. 24
Auto -selector Pour ... W.M. 35
" A AV:" Gramo Radio,.. A.W. 40
All-purpose Four A.W.

FIVE -VALVE SETS
1927 Five ... W.M. -6
"Iwo-volter's Five ... W.M.
Individual Five
Exhibition Five

SIX -VALVE SETS
Nomad Six ... W.M. 31

SEVEN -VALVE SETS
Simpladyne Seven (Super -Mt.) .. W.M. 22

AMPLIFIERS
All -broadcast Amplifier
Two -valve DC. Mains Amplifier ... \\M. 1.9
Gramophone Amplifier . W.Al. 32
Range Extender (B.F. Amplving iI MI) W.M. 38

PORTABLE SETS
Springtime Portable Two-valver W.M. /2
Couptrysicle Four ... W.M. 17
Motorists' Portable Four-valc A.W.
M.C. Three Portable ... . A.W. 22
Handy Three !.' W.M. 27
Holiday Portable (three-valver) A.W. 32
Club Portable (three -valve:) A.W. 33

CRYSTAL SETS
Crystal Set for the R.C. lialthusiast W.M. /3
Fonotrol Crystal Set ... . . 14
Hi -lo Crystal Set ... W.M. 18
Two -programme Crystal Set .. .

W.M. 25
Alternative -programme Crystal Set ... A.W. 39

MISCELLANEOUS
Loud -speaker Tone Control and Filter

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I

1

1
1
1
1

2
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
I

1
1

0
O
0
0
0

2
Heterodyne \Vavemeter A.W. 7 1

Made -to -measure Wave -trap A.W. 19 0
New Current Supply Idea ... A.W. 26 I
DX One -valve Unit ... A.W. 37 1

* With a copy of " Wireless Magazine" complete.

3
0

0
0

(lermcgrat:=Ito BLUEPRINT SERVICE

AMATEUR WIRELESS
58-61 FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C.4

reitaltstr Wirth!)

Let your eyes
guide your choice !

IT is quite safe for you to per-
mit your eyes to guide you
to choose COLUMBIA

Batteries.
Because the internal construc-
tion is as good and the work-
manship as thorough as the
external appearance is attrac-
tive.

The exceptional appearance of
COLUMBIA Batteries is an
outward sign of their electrical
excellence.
Take the beautifully finished
COLUMBIA Layerbilt " as
an example. There is no other
battery but this that will stand
up for any time to a couple of
LS 5s!

Use
Columbia

RADIO BATTERIES
They are Cheaper because they ate

Better

R, MORRIS
15 KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2

. J. T.:: -7RIWRI
2, 71)0,1 4 \ ", .L 4 :&01.1

10 down
secures

Immediate Delivery
(To approved accounts)

of complete or partial Kit
of Parts for the

COSSOR
MELODY MAKER

BALANCE BY EASY MONTHLY PAYMEN':03
Here are a few items:

COILS (ready wound) - 7/6
CABINET - - 30,' -
BASEBOARD - - -
RED 'TRIANGLE PANEL

(drilled) 9!fi
TERMINAL STRIP do. 2,3

Ulf
ntivsegefr:).1)11,:irn:

WE ALSO SUPPLY SETS, LOUD
SPEAKERS, H. T. ACCUMULA-
TORS and MAINS ELIMINATORS

Write to :-Desk "A"

New Mitnez Sales Co.
56, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4

P,S 1793



LAKER MAST
STEEL

S
are 100 per cent. efficient
They are made by engineers and

, supplied to H.M. Government,
the B.B.C., and to Colonial and
foreign stations -throughout the
world. There are 50,000 "Laker"
Masts in daily use. By mass
production we are able to offer a
wonderfully efficient and hand-
some Steel mast at the extra-
ordinarily low price of 2216
complete, as illustrated. Send
1?- extra for part carriage. TVe pay
the rest. Buy a Laker Mast for
good reception.
J. LAKER & CO., Engineers, Beckenham, Kent

30 ". STEELMAST 22/6
7x 5, 1 '-
7 x 6, 1/3
8 X 6, 1/4

lox 8,2/1
10 x 9, 2/4
12 x 10, 3/-
14 x 12. 4/-
14 x 7. 2'7
16x 8, 3,2

GREATER EFFICIENCY

A GREATER ECONOMY.

CROXSONIA
PANELS

6 x 6, 1/-
8 X 5, 1/2
9 x 6, 1/7
II x 8, 2/3
12 x 8, 2/6
12x 9.3/10
14 x 10, 3/5
16 x 3;6

insthick.
Post Free

have a higher electrical resistance thau
ebonite. Compare them, priers I Why pay
more for a leas efficient article'?

"AMATEUR WIRELESS" says:
"it is not affected by heat or damp. Its electrical properties
are good. The surface leakage and the insulation resistance
were both found to be infinite and the material, therefore,
can be used without hesitation as an insulating panel.
Panels cat to any size. Call, scritz, or 'Poona
Clerhensrell 7853, for quotations. Samples anti Prices

Post free to Trade.
CROXSONIA CO., 10 South St., Margate, E.C.2.
Agents-John Henry Smith. In Anlaby Rd,, Hull.

L. H. Helyar, 82 Chamberlin Rd., Norwich.
A. Stred wick .4,- Cq.. 4- The Market. Chatham.

coor(lfeheikraypdalk-sedu

The extra, inherent detecting energy of Russell's
Hertzite makes volumes of difference to any ord-
inary set-a Loud speaker can often be operated
with good strength from a Russelbequipped sc,.
scrap your old crystal now and improve volume
range and tone From your

dealer

11 -
or Post free

l'urige Label. from

(Dept.A) RUSSELL LABS., 138 Suffolk Street,
BIRMINGHAM

1...7.:ItiM9014111Ug9111111.12ggg9W9laiggl3N11111T11111g21331NUMERIU1712i

1 RASE

RED DIAMOND h
"RED DIAMOND"

REG?.

THE RECOGNISED DETECTOR
FOR ALL CIRCUITS USING

CRYSTAL RECTIFICATION.

RD 40 .. 2 -
Shield for
same, 6d.

By nsured Post 2/3 or 2/0 with shield. Can be
mou tied on brackets or through panel. Once set always
ready.. Not affected by vibration. Each one is tested
en broadcast before despatch, and is Perfect. Of

.11 high-class Radio Dealers or Sole Makers.

JEWEL PEN CO., LTD.
(Radio Dept. 45), 21.22 Gt. Sutton St., LONDON E.C.I.

THE WET H.T.
" TROMEA " Units give a pure and Steady
H.T. supply. Work on Leclancile principle.
Made in small and large capacities. Coin -
pieta batteries in Mahogany cases with glass
covers from 14/-. All parts stocked. Send
lid. stamp for lists, 6d. for sample cell, or
foe full range of samples, all capacities.

Recommended by "A.li" " 15th Oct , 1927.
TROABA ELECTR,CAL CO.

High Road, Kilburn, N.W.6,
P;mile Maeda Vale. 1669.

640

44 Cryptic 'Weather 'Words "
(Continued ,froin page 607)

in fact means no more than -the old
weather saw :

Long foretold, long last
Short notice, soon past.

The most troublesome of all areas of
low pressure from the _forecaster's view-
point, especially in summer, is the "second-
ary" or thunderstorm depression. The
main area of low barometer passes away
and everything seem to point to fine
settled weather. Suddently a cut in of
cold air .on the edge of the anticyclone
causes a "secondary" and instead of the
expected fine weather, we experience a
series of violent thunderstorms !

ALL COMPONENT PARTS FOR
"AMATEUR WIRELESS" SETS

froee

THE LISLE RADIO COMPANY
Head Office: 180 TOWER BThinCE 1101D, 8.E.1

Branch; :37 Lisle Street, W.C.2

DIGBY'S CABINETS
WRITE FOR NEW

16 PAGE CATALOGUE
F. DIGBY, 9, BANBURY ROAD,
SOUTH HACKNEY, LONDON, E.9.

RHONE

D-XELLENT !

DX = COILS
From 1 /- D X COILS, LTD., London, E.8

LIBERTY
2-Staze Resistance Capacity Coun1ed Unit

for perfectly pure reproduction.
Substitutes MORE EFFICIENCY and with GREATER
PURITY any TWO L.F. TRANSFORMERS AT

HALF THEIR COST.

Price 1 0/6 vtintvizm
e "la

TWO STACY. Ac../ LC:AMMER

- BIAS 0.3%

Can be satisfactorily used as 2 -STAGE
FIER for either VALVE OR CRYSTAL.

Amateur Wireless, October 15th, 1927. "Good
I oproclut lion seas obtained with freedom front all
tot -tic -a We. can recorninehd the unit to readers."
Popular Wireless, October 15th, 1927. " This is
quite iiatii4ite tory. Good value for the money."
Wireless Trader. October 8th, 1927, "The unit
gave very aced voi toil -ether with -ui to good tom',"

[7.1,11.11 all aea or pc, ray 1/.011r

RADIARC Co., Bennett St., London, W.4.

E4ERY-MING

RADIO

WOOLLDRIDGE RADIO CO. LTD.
-2() LISLE ST. LEICESTER SQ.

LONDON. W.C.2.
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PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advertisements under this head are charged
THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum Charge
THREE SHILLINGS.

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
As the Publishers cannot accept responsibility for the

bona fides of advertisers in this publication, they have
introduced a system of deposit which it is recommended
should be adopted by readers when dealing with persons
with whom they are unacquainted. It it here explained.

Intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers
the amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.
This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be
given. The Deposit is retained until advice is received of
the completion of the purchase, or of the article having
been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums of £1
and under, and is. for amounts in excess of CI, to cover
postage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases
of persons not resident within the United Kingdom, double
fees are charged.

The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted by
Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot be
accepted`, addressed to

AM \ TE WIPE' ESS,"
ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,

88'61, FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C.4

WOOD HORNS FOR ALL SPEAKER BASES AND GRAMO-
PHONE UNITS. --Sec AMATEUR seiRELEsb Oct. 1st for illustra-
tion of cheapest wood horn cm the market. List H. Maddison.
?a, Ronald's goad.. N.S. Manufacturer of the ' Allwoodorn.

REPAIRS. 1 ransformers, IL.E.,, Headphones, Loud -speakers
repaired to maximum efficiency. Don't discard if burnt out. All
one price, 49. post free. I'rompt service. A 3 months' guarantee
accos.panies each repair. Trade invited-Service, 115 Links
Road Tooting. London. S.W 17

ET. MOTOR GENERATOR, 12 v.-.5 a.. output 500 v.-100 aga., -:
24n. Spark Coil, 17 6 ; Mine Exploder Pyiramos, 17,%; 2 M. E. Manshridge
Condensers, 2'-; Microphones, 1,'6: Buttons, 2:-; Transformers, 2'6;
Earphones, 1:6; G.P.O. type, 2 6; Hand Telephones, 3,3; Buzzers, 1/3;
Marconi Variable Condensers, .01, 6;6; large L.F. Tratoformers, new.
7,6; 11u, Spark Coils, 5 -; good Pan Motors, 100 v. D.C., 12 6; 1,000-ohn.
Chore 1, ;.100.olun, 1 ; Dewar Switches, 11;-. Cash with order;
satisfaction guaranteed. Stamp particulars.-Galpin, Bintield Heath.
near Henle3-on-Thantes.

FREE RADIO APPARATUS: Send Stamped Addressed Envelope
(Id. stamp) for particulate.- N.M.O. Detectors, 30 Prances
Parade. Lend., N.2.

VALVE REPAIR CO. Any make. guaranteed equal nes-. Half
hi'' }hie, Three days. -15 Dryye Buildings, Holborn. E.C.1

THE PERFECT WET H.T.
ASSURED WITH OUR NEW INSULATING LINER

Jrars,1:3 dos., plain, 1'6 doz., waxed special zincs, 1'-doz. ; high
capacity sacs. 1,0 doz.; perforated liners, 4d. doz. Post free on
R doz complete units and over including, special divided carton
suitable as s container. Send 6d. for sample complete unit, partic-
ulars and instructions. We stock Seamless moulded cone parts,
TELEPHONES AND LOUD -SPEAKERS RE -WOUND

SPENCER'S STORES, LTD.
4 - 5 Mason's Menus, Coleman Street, London, E.C.2

Fiore, tendon Well 2292 (be. Bank

THE "TAYLEX"
WET H.T. BATTERIES

,i
'' J.A$''S-1 (waxed)

: Sample dozen 0.8 volts) 3;6, Post 9d. Sample

: 1 -valve, 19, - ; 2 -valve, 30;-, 2- rah e

a i rh, 1 3 doz. New type, 11- doz. 1/6 doz.

BARGAIN LIST FREE

ZINCS SACS

Solve all H.T. Troubles
Self -charging. Silent. Economical.

, all station set 59. Approval willingly.

A. TAYLOR, 57 Studley Rd., Stockwell. London

re Better Batteries
Are you sstisficd with your present H.T. Batteries?
Would you like an interesting and instructive Booklet all
about the bet ter battery, the ETON H.T. Primary
Battery? It's free! so send l .',:d. stamp to cover postage
to the address below --

THE ETON GLASS BATTERY CO.,
43 St. Mary's Rd., Leyton, E.10

Alt.it"Palktn,
'Phones. Speakers, Transformers, Sets, Chokes, em. All
kinds of winding carefully carried out. Send work forprice
t v return. Write for List A. No obligation. KNIGHi
& Co., 6 Chapel St. London, E.C.'2. 'Phone Clerk. 4715.

.... A IVA I:i 11. .k.; L., L
CENTRE-TAPPEDGOILS
not only give the best results, but
are unlimited In use as they can
be employed in any circuit, cezare-
topued, or otherwise. Standard
fitting to all coil sockets, nn
occupy minimum baseboard spiere.

Approx. Nu.
E1ZE. PRICE. of Turn,

all 9;10 18
a 430 25
A E - Zill

111 53 40
11 5:6 50
C 5'11 75
I:. 6,1 Prices
Id 6-9 igo quoted
Ri 7 9 .,200 Standard
E S:5 300 Coifs.
0 16- 00o Centre-tafited

There is a Gambrelt Coil Holder 6d. extra.
specialty- designed for use with above coils and which deer away

with ,s1111mble leads. Price 1/9 each

GAMBRELL BRO,S. LTD.
76 Victoria. Street, London. SAVA

cinutteurWirelez,
COUPON

Available until Saturday.
Not. Stb, 1927
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Prices :
Without
Terminals

With
Terminals

2/3

2/6
Combined Grid
Leak and Terminal
Valve

3i9Holder

Look to your
Valve

H iders
IF your reception is unsatisfactory or
weak, if it is spoiled by constant irritat-
ing noises, look to your Valve Holders.

See that they are guaranteed to absorb
shock and eliminate all microphonic noises,
because that IS where the fault lies.

The Lotus Valve Holder is constructed to
give immediate and lasting connection when
the valve pins enter the valve sockets. The
leg sockets expand and automatically lock,
and the floating platform in which they
are fixed is suspended by four phosphor
bronze springs, which have great mech-
anical strength and at the same lime an
sufficiently resilient to absorb any external
shock that would cause damage to the valve.

Carefully made from the finest bakelite
mouldings, with phosphor bronze leg
sockets, every Lotus Valve Holder under-
goes strict tests before leaving the factory,
and can be relied on to withstand a ,reat
deal of rough usage.

minus
r

VALVE HOLDER
Made by the makers of the famous Lotus Remot
Control, Vernier Coil Holders, Jocks, Switches

and Plugs.
GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO., LTD.

Lotus Works " - Broadgreen Read Liverpool

ABSORBS SHOCK ---ELIMINATES MICROPHONIC NOISES
Ca US TON

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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At Manchester be sure and see

the Toroids and the K.C.
THE Dubilier Stands at the Manchester Exhibition (October 24th to

November 5th) are Numbers 69 and 7o. Here will be seen all the new
Dubilier Products which attracted so much attention at Olympia. The

K.C. Variable Condenser, stated by many to be the " finest variable wireless
has ever seen," and selling at I2'-, complete with 203 to r slow-motion drive,
will be shown. So will the wonderful " fieldless " Toroids, which make highly
selective tuning couplers and, when used as H.F. Transformers, eliminate all
necessity for screening, and give utmost stability on account of their non -pickup
qualities. They cost 10 6 each, complete with terminal base.
Then there are the Dubilier R.C. Coupling Unit at 7 '-, a complete range of
H.T. Supply Units to suit various voltages and frequencies, as well as for D.C.
mains, the unique Dubilier electrostatic Gramophone Pick-up at 35 -, a range
of Filament Resistors, and, finally, the Dubilier Mansbridge and Mica Condensers
and the Dubilier Resistances which are famous wherever radio is known.
Do not miss an opportunity to see this most comprehensive exhibit, but if you
are unable to get to Manchester a post -card to us will bring you our new
Catalogue, in which all these products are fully described. May we send you
a copy ?

Your Dealer
Stocks DUI3pLIER Products-

ask him

Advt. of The Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925) Ltd:, Ducon Works, North Acton, W.3: TC.57
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